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The use of isotope labels has had a Iimdamentally important role in the determination of

mechanisms of homogeneously catalyzed reactions. Mechanistic data is valuable since it can

assist in the design and rational improvement of homogeneous catalysts. There are several ways
to use isotopes in mechanistic chemistry. Isotopes can be introduced into controlled experiments

and “followed” where they go or don’t go; in this way, Libby, Calvin, Taube and others used

isotopes to elucidate mechanistic pathways for very different, yet important chemistries.

Another important isotope method is the study of kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) and equilibrium

isotope effect (EIEs). Here the mere observation of where a label winds up is no longer enough
– what matters is how much slower (or faster) a labeled molecule reacts than the unlabeled

material. The most carefid studies essentially involve the measurement of isotope fractionation

between a reference ground state and the transition state. Thus kinetic isotope effects provide
unique data unavailable from other methods, since information about the transition state of a

reaction is obtained. Because getting an experimental glimpse of transition states is really

tantamount to understanding catalysis, kinetic isotope effects are very powerfid.

Direct substitution of D for H (e.g., D2 vs. H2, or D+vs. H’_)and measurement of the rate

of a catalytic reaction provides a determination of the kinetic deuterium isotope effect on the

overall reaction. While such measurements may be relatively simple to carry out

experimentally, they are seldom unambiguously interpretable, since many steps contribute to the

overall catalytic cycle. Even the premise that such a measurement will give information about
the rate-limiting step can be incorrect, due to the potential involvement of isotonically sensitive

pre-equilibria prior to the rate-limiting step. Enzymologists concerned with isotope effects also
recognize this problem and have even coined a term “commitment to catalysis” to help
deconvolute these effects.(1) Due to these complexities in gaining definitive mechanistic
evidence about catalytic reactions, it is usually much more informative to measure the effect of
deuterium substitution on the rate constant or equilibrium constant of single steps of a cycle, in
isolation from the other steps of the catalytic reaction. This is typically done by model studies
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where an organometallic complex chosen for detailed investigation exhibits reactivity akin to

that thought to be occurring in the catalytic reaction.

This chapter will focus on reactions using isotopes, and the interpretation of these

observations that are pertinent to revealing details of homogeneous catalysis. Complex
mathematical and spectroscopic treatments are often required, but the coverage in this chapter
will not emphasize the mathematical treatment, since lucid treatments are available in the

original references cited here. Thorough coverage of the concepts and theory of isotope effects
is provided in book,(2) and a chapter(3) in a book on metal hydrides gives a more focused

treatment of some reactions pertinent to homogeneous catalysis.
The definitive treatment of the equilibrium isotope effect (EIE) is the classic 1947 paper

by Bigeleisen and Mayer.(4) Eq. 1 uses the acronyms introduced later by Wolfsberg and

EIE = MMI X EXC X ZPE (1)

Stem.(5) Despite the potential complexity of three factors, the interpretation is not always as
difficult as it may appear, since in many cases one or more of these factors has a value close to

unity, and thus no contribution to the overall isotope effect. A fourth factor, the SYM
(symmetry) factor, is very often unity and will be discussed later in specific cases where it is

pertinent. The MMI factor accounts for molecular masses and moments of inertia (i.e., rotational

and translational partition fhnction ratios) of the isotopic species. Isotopic substitution seldom

significantly affects these parameters, but important exceptions are relatively small hydrocarbons
and obviously, isotopes of dihydrogen. Several of these cases are important for catalysis and
will be discussed below. In many cases, however, such as transfer of H (as a proton, hydrogen

atom, or hydride) between relatively heavy atoms such as carbons or metals, this term is also

satisfactorily approximated by unity. The excitation factor (EXC) arises from excitation of
vibrational energy levels above the zero-point level; significant contributions from this factor are

most likely when low-energy (low-frequency) isotonically sensitive vibrational modes are
present.

In most cases the zero-point-energy factor (ZPE) is the dominant influence on isotope
effects. Wolfsberg summarized the effects of zero-point energy differences and stated that

“since frequencies tend to be higher in molecules with larger force constants (’lighter” binding),

the zero-point energy and consequently also the isotope effect on the zero-point energy will tend

to be larger in those molecules with tighter binding.’’(6) This leads to the qualitative and
intuitively appealing generalization regarding the direction of equilibrium isotope effects based

on the stretching frequencies of one bond being broken and the one being formed, that “the
heavy isotope tends to concentrate (relative to the light isotope) in that species where it is more

tightly bound.’’(6) As shown in Fig. 1, the deuterium-labeled isotopomer has a lower zero-point
energy than its H analog. This is true for the ground state (GS), transition state (TS) and product.

The magnitude and direction of the EIE is determined by the differences inAZPE for the ground
state (reactant) vs. that for the product. When AZPE(GS) > AZPE(Prod), then a normal EIE

occurs, meaning KH/KD >1. In terms of flee energies shown in Fig. 1, this corresponds to AGH <
AGD. Note that the designation “normal” only signifies the direction of the isotope effect and
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does notindicate thattie magnitude of theeffect isnecessatily considered nomal. Similarly,

when AZPE(GS) < AZPE(Prod), then KH/ISD < 1, and an inverse equilibrium isotope effect

occurs (AGH > AGD). In all of these cases, several isotonically sensitive modes may contribute to
the total AZPE, so the cumulative effect must account for all of these. But in many cases the

analysis is not as complex as it may appear, since a single stretching frequency may dominate

each term (e.g., an M-H or C-H bond being cleaved or formed).
The magnitude of the kinetic isotope effect is analogously dependent on the difference in

zero-point-energy of the ground state [AZPE(GS)] compared to that of the transition state
[AZPE(TS)]. Like most generalizations, this one has its limitations. In some cases it is

imperative to account for all molecular degrees of freedom (especially when considering isotope
effects for the binding and activation of small molecules like alkanes, dihydrogen, and alkenes).

A more generally applicable rule was given by Kreevoy, that “deuterons tend to accumulate in
those positions where they are most closely confined by potential barriers’’(7) – this holds true

whether one is considering reactant(s) vs. products, or reactant(s) vs. transition state.

Many reactions of organic compounds catalyzed by transition metals involve transfer of a

hydrogen ffom a metal to a carbon, where an M-H bond is cleaved and a C-H bond is formed.
Metal hydride bonds typically have bond dissociation energies(8) in the range of 60 – 75 kcal
mol-’, with corresponding stretching frequencies of v(M-H) = 2000 cm-]. Such M-H bonds are

significantly weaker and have lower stretching frequencies compared to C-H bonds (bond
dissociation energy =90 kcal/mol, v(C-H) = 3000 cm-l). Although it is actually force constants

rather than bond strengths that influence these isotope effects, it is still often intuitively
convenient to think in terms of bond strengths, which typically correlate to a reasonable extent
with force constants. A consequence of these relative force constants is that in some cases, the

bond being formed (e.g., C-H) will have a higher frequency stretching vibration than the one
being cleaved (e.g., M-H).
considerations are manifested
andlor thermodynamic basis.

As a result, several cases will be encountered where these
in an inverse isotope effect, which can have origins in a kinetic
Thus some examples will be discussed where inverse kinetic
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isotope effects are observed, meaning the D analog will react faster than the H analog.

Analogous to the description for EIEs, a “normal” kinetic isotope effect (KIE) is one in which

the unlabeled compound reacts faster than the deuterated compound (kHAD > 1). Finally, we
note that the sense of “normal” and “inverse” would be interchanged if ratios were reported

instead as kD/kH instead of as kH/kD; for this reason we will follow and encourage the convention

of having the lighter isotope in the numerator.
In cases where the MMI and EXC factors are close to unity, then the zero-point energy

terms are dominant, and the equation for kinetic isotope effects according to semi-classical

theory can be expressed as eq. 2, where N is the number of atoms, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,

T is the temperature in Kelvin, his Planck’s constant; and c is the speed of light. Note that when

this equation is applied to kinetic isotope effects, the summation is over one less vibrational

mode (3N – 7) in the transition state compared to the ground state (3N – 6), because one

vibrational degree of freedom is converted into a translational degree of freedom (i.e., the

reaction coordinate) in the transition state. An analogous expression for the ZPE contribution to

an equilibrium isotope effect (EIE) sums over the same number (3N– 6) of vibrational modes.

An important caveat concerns the conversion of translational and rotational degrees of

freedom into vibrational degrees of freedom, as for example, during a simple bimolecular
reaction. In this case the sum N in the ground state will extend over (3n – 6) + (3m – 6)
vibrational modes, where n and m are the number of atoms in the two reactants; in the product N

extends over 3(n + m) – 6 vibration modes, i.e., 6 more vibrations than in the ground state. This

important concept will be further illustrated for the case of addition of dihydrogen to

organometallic complexes.
Equilibrium Isotope Effects on Addition of Hz (Dz) to Metal Complexes. The discovery of
dihydrogen complexes by Kubas(9) presaged the development of a new area that has become an

actively studied topic(l O) in organometallic chemistry. It had long been recognized that addition

of Hz to metals was a crucial step in catalytic hydrogenation and other homogeneously catalyzed

reactions, but the identification and characterization of dihydrogen complexes made it clear that
an H2 molecule could bond to a metal prior to complete H-H cleavage.

/H
M+ Hz=== k~ ~ (3)

H ‘\H

Dihydrogen Dihydride
complex complex

Equilibrium isotope effects for addition of H2/D2to metals are typically inverse, meaning D2

binak more strongly to the metal than does H2. This was not fi.dly appreciated until the 1990’s,
when several well-defined examples of inverse EIEs were discovered (Table 1). Even so, the
precise origin of this effect was only explained with the help of spectroscopic and computational
methods.

The equilibrium constant for addition of H2 to a metal is shown in eq 4 below. This is

drawn as forming a dihydride rather than a dihydrogen complex, but the equilibrium constants
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will be defined in the same manner for either product. One way of experimentally determining
the KHz/KDL is to compare values of KH2 and KDZ from separate measurements. Eq. 6 shows th~

definition of EIE = KH1/KDzwhich is the ratio of the two expressions. The equilibrium constant

‘Hz
Hz+M~ H\

H’M
(4)

KD2

D*+M~
\

.=-M (5)
D

\ KH2IKH2
H2 +

H\
,M ~D2+

D H’M
(6)

KH is composed of individual forward and reverse rate constants (eq. 7), each of which can be
isotonically sensitive.

k~(forw)

H2+M~
%

H’M
(7)

k~(rev)

Table 1. Equilibrium Isotope Effects for Addition of HJD2 to Metal Complexes

Metal Complex Product KH21KDZ Temp

M(H)z or = EIE (“C)
M(q2-H2)

W(PMe3)& W(H 2
1

0.63 60
W(CO)3(PCyS)@~) W(q -Hz) 0.70 22

Cr(CO)@Cy~)@Jz) Cr(q2-Hl) 0.65 22

Ir(CO)Cl(PPhS)Z Ir(H)z 0.55 23

wCy3)2HC12 Ir(q2-Hz) 0.50 -13

Ir(PtBu2Me)z(H)2Cl Ir(~2-H2) 0.37 -13

Os(PiPrs)z(CO)CIH 0S(T12-HZ) 0.35 70
Cp2Ta(~-CHz)zIr(CO)(Pphs) Ir(H)2 0.54 0
Cp = q5-C5H5, Cy = cyclohexyl (C6H11)

Ref.

(11)
(12)
(12)

(13)

(14)
(15)

(16)

_Q1-_

Conclusions from studies of prototypical examples of additions of dihydrogen to metal
complexes are expected to have applicability to other examples where complete spectral data or
even characterization are not available. The remarkably detailed interpretations of these isotope

effects are due in significant part to the complementary information provided by spectroscopic
data and computations.

Bender, Kubas and co-workers reported a comprehensive analysis of the equilibrium

isotope effect for addition of Hz/D* to W(CO)J(pCys)z (Cy = cyclohexyl, CGHI1),which produces
the dihydrogen complex (?12-HZ)W(CO)S(pCyS)Z.( 12) when a hydrogen molecule binds to a

metal, translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the free H2 are lost, and five new
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vibrational modes are created in the dihydrogen complex (Figure 2). The normal coordinate
analysis carried out on this reaction (Figure 2) used spectroscopic data from IR, Raman and

1 >

2690 cm”’

V WHz(asymmetric)

1575 cm-l

V WH2(symmetric)

953 cm-l

bWHz(in-plane)

462 cm”l

8 IVHz(out-of-plane)

-400 cm”’

T H2

385 cm-l

Figure 2

inelastic neutron scattering measurements. The stretching frequency for free Hz at 4395 cm-l
(3118 cm-* for D2) is at a higher energy than that for the v(HH) vibrational mode of bound Hz in

tram-W(CO)s@Cys)z(q2-Hz) at 2690 Cm-*. If the decrease in this H-H stretching frequency were

the predominant factor determining the EIE, then the EIE would be normal, not inverse. The

origin of the inverse EIE found experimentally and computationally requires a more
comprehensive consideration of other vibrational modes.

The individual contributions to the overall EIE were evaluated on the basis of the normal
coordinate analysis for this complex. Vibrational frequencies are required for calculation of
isotope effects, though the accuracy of the analysis is not dependent on the individual modes
being assigned correctly. Referring to eq. 1, the MMI factor was calculated to be 5.66 from the
translational and rotational energies of free H2 and D2. Differences in mass of the W(HZ) vs.
W(DZ) complexes are negligible.

Five of the individual EXC terms are inverse, but with modest magnitudes ranging from
0.996 to 0.856. The lowest energy vibrational modes, those due to bending and torsional modes,
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are the ones that are most populated by thermal excitation (Boltzmann), and these are more

populated for the W(D2) complex than for the W(HZ) isotopomer, due to the lower frequencies

for the deuterated complex. While none of these EXC factors individuallyhas a largeeffect, the

composite EXC factor is the product of the individual factors. The overall effect on the EIE due

to the EXC factor alone is 0.675, a substantial contribution to the overall inverse EIE. Changes
due to the ZPE contribution from the HH(DD) stretching mode give a significant normal factor

to the EIE. If this ZPE were the sole term to consider, the EIE wmkl be 3.2, but the

contributions from the five other vibrational modes are all inverse. The overall ZPE factor is

inverse, 0.216. The cumulative effect is that the MMI term contributes a large (5.66) normal
effect, as does the ZPE term arising from the v(HH) stretch. The overall calculated EIE = 0.78 at

27 “C, indicating that the collective individual inverse EXC and ZPE contributions from the new
vibrational modes overwhelm the normal terms, making the overall EIE inverse.

Experimental measurements(12) to compare to this calculated EIE value were precluded
by the large& for hydrogen uptake by W(CO)s(PCys)2, but a value of KH$KD2 = 0.70 (*O.15)

at 22 “C was measured fOr displacement of the nitrOgen ligand Of W(CO)J(pCyJ)z~z) by H2 or
D2, providing excellent agreement with the calculated value. Since the analogous Cr complex

binds Hz less strongly, measurements on this complex were obtained over a range of
temperatures. The KH2/KDz = 0.65 (*O. 15) was similar to that found for the tungsten complex.

From the activation parameters, it was found that the origin of the inverse EIE is due to the

enthalpic contribution overcoming the entropic term. Addition of Dz to Cr(CO)3(PCy3)2 is more
exothennic than addition of H2 [AHD = –8.6(5) kcal mol- 1; AHH = -6.8(5) kcal mol- 1]. This
enthalpic preference of 1.8 kcal mol-] for D2 binding overwhelms the entropic term (ASH – ASD =
AAS = 5.3 cal mol-* deg-l), which favors binding of H2.

The detailed analysis of the of the vibrational spectra of W(CO)J(pCyJ)z(~2-Hz) provided

insight into the nature of the bonding in the dihydrogen complex. The M–H stretching

frequencies are an inseparable combination of M–H and H–H interactions. In other words, the
HH stretch has significant WH character and is not an isolated HH mode. The force constants

for the MH and HH modes are of comparable magnitude, and the interaction between them is

strong, so that stretching the H–H bond strengthens the W–H bond. As a consequence of this
strong interaction, the vibrational bands of an q2-HD complex appear at frequencies intermediate

between those of the corresponding q2-H2 and q2-D2 complexes, rather than being superimposed

on the M(H)2/M(D)2 bands as is found for dihydride/dideuteride complexes. These interactions
between the two H atoms of the product are not present in additions of hydrogen to metals where

complete oxidative addition and H–H bond rupture occurs, resulting in the formation of two

M–H bonds. The EIEs of such additions of H2 are also inverse.

In 1993 Parkin and co-workers reported the oxidative addition of H2 to W(PMeJ)&
which gives the 8-coordinate dihydride complex W(PMe3)412(H)2.( 11, 18) Analysis of the

temperature-dependence of the equilibrium constants for H2 vs. D2 addition showed the enthalpic
origin of the EIE. (A&– AHD = AAH = 1.9 kcal mol-*, Table 1, EIE = 0.63 at 60 “C). The D-D
bond of free D2 (bond dissociation energy (BDE) = 106.0 kcal mol-*) is 1.8 kcal mol-l stronger
than the H–H bond (104.2 kcal mol-]), but the W–D bonds being formed [D(WD) = 63.8(7) kcal

mol-l] are stronger than the W–H bonds [D(WH) = 62.0(6) kcal mol-l]. As in the case discussed
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above forming the dihydrogen complex, the inverse EIE on formation of this dihydride complex
would not have been predicted on the basis of considering just the zero-point energies of the

WH/WD vs. HH/DD stretching frequencies alone. The difference in zero-point energies of

D2/H2 is 630 cm-’, which exceeds the -550 cm-1 difference in zero-point energies from two

W–I–VW-D stretching frequencies. The reason for the inverse EIE is again due to important

contributions from the four new bending modes that are isotonically sensitive. While each of

these individually contributes only a small amount, the cumulative effect of all four of these
provides a significant lowering of the zero-point energy of W(PMes)&(D)z relative to
W(PMe3)412(H)2, so that the overall EIE is inverse.

A classic example of oxidative addition of hydrogen in organometallic chemistry

involves addition of Hz to Vaska’s complex, trans-Ir(CO)Cl(PPhs)2, to give the dihydride

@OzIr(COCl(pphs)z. Krogh-Jespersen and Goldman reported a theoretical study of the

deuterium EIE for thisreaction.(13) Their calculated EIE of 0.46 is in good agreement with their
experimentally measured value of EIE = 0.55 (+0.06) obtained from reaction of
trans-Ir(CO)Cl(PPh3)z with an HJD2 mixture. The inverse EIE was revealed by their
calculations to be compromised of a large normal MMI term (5.66) which is offset by inverse

contributions from the excitation (EXC = O.84) and an even larger magnitude inverse
contribution from the zero-point energy term (ZPE = O.10). The importance of the contributions

from the four Ir-H bending modes was emphasized; when their frequencies are eliminated from

the calculations, then the computed EIE is large and normal (EIE = 4.6).

It was mentioned earlier that a symmetry factor also contributes to the EIE, but seldom

has any significant contribution to the EIE, since it is usually unity. SYM is a ratio of symmetry

numbers for the isotopic species. Symmetry numbers are defined as “the number of different
values of rotational coordinates which correspond to one orientation of the molecule,
remembering that identical atoms are indistinguishable.’’(6) Thus ONHS = 3; CH2 = CTH20 =
CD20 =2; cJHD = @DO = @JH2D = 1. An interesting example of an influence from this SYM

term comes from calculations on addition of H2/D2 to the metal hydride Ir(CO)H(PPh3)2 to give

c&Ir(CO)H3(PPh3)2. The calculated EIE = 0.33 is more inverse than that calculated for the

analogous chloride complex.( 13) Statistical reasons favor reductive elimination of H2 from the

trihydride c&Ir(CO)H3(PPh3)2, making it twice as fast as reductive elimination of D2 from

c&I.r(CO)HD@Ph3)z. This symmetry factor has no influence on the formation of the trans

isomer, tranAr(CO)HD@Phs)z (calculated EIE = 0.73).
Kinetic Isotope Effects on Oxidative Addition and Reductive Elimination of H2 (D2). Over
30 years ago, Chock and Halpern determined a small kinetic isotope effect (kH2/kD2= 1.22 at 30

“C) for reaction of H2/Dz with tram-Ir(CO)Cl(PPh3)2 to produce the dihydride complex

@)zMQCl@phq)z”(19) The temperature dependence .of this kinetic isotope effect WaS
reported by San Filippo and co-workers(20) to range from kH2/kDz = 1.18 at O “C to kH2/kD2=

1.06 at 30 “C. These results were interpreted in terms of a triangular transition state, with side-
on approach of H2 to Ir, as opposed to end-on approach. A reactant-like transition state was
propose~ with a substantial amount of quantum mechanical tunneling.

More recently, computational studies by Goldman and Krogh-Jespersen(21 )
characterized the transition state for model Vaska-type complexes trans-Ir(CO)X(PH3)2 (X =
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going to heavier halogens, with the fluoride complex being the least exothermic. This trend was
explained in terms of n-donation from the halogens being greatest for fluoride and weakest for

iodide; the thermodynamics of the oxidative addition of Hz are more favorable when there is less
n-donation by the heavier halogens. The amount of n-donation was also found to be the

dominant factor in the kinetic barrier to the reaction, with the barrier being highest for fluoride.

\ r/x ‘2 * ,..’”Lx
/1

O’”KL — —co

H I Br Cl F

~ kH2/ k~2 (calculated)

~ rate’of reaction

later transition state ~

z-donation from X (halogen) ~

Figure 3

The calculated transition states were in accord with the Hammond postulate, being more

reactant-like (early transition state) for the reactions that were most exothermic, and more
product-like (later transition state) for those that were thermodynamically less favorable. An

interesting trend found in this study was that the larger KIEs were associated with the earlier

transition states. The computed KIE was lowest (kH2/kDz= 1.13) for the fluoride complex, which

has the latest transition state and the most lengthened H–H bond in its transition state. The
iodide complex had a larger computed KIE (kH2/kD2= 1.44). Compared to the halide complexes,

the hydride complex I~CO)H(PH3)2 had a more exothermic reaction, the earliest transition state,
and the largest computed kinetic isotope effect (kH#D2 = 1.69). No significant contribution
/HI no/\ +.. +L,. -4- c-... 4...-.-1:-- .... . c-.-a :- A:- .4_.A.. a- .-1-..1..4:--- _.. -.lAa---- ,.c
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the same factors influencing the KIE of this reaction as were found to be significant in the

calculations of the EIEs discussed above. Thus a large normal contribution from the MMI term

(5.66) is counterbalanced in large part by inverse components from the excitation term (ranging
from 0.70 for F to 0.49 for H) as well as inverse contributions from the ZPE term (ranging from
n9Q c-n+. n.cl c,..vn
U.ZL) lU1 1. L.U U.U 1 LU1 Al).
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is influenced substantially by low frequency vibrational modes that are significantly more
populated in the activated complex for the D2 reaction compared to the H2 reaction.

Addition of H2 to other metal complexes typically have KIEs in the range of 1-2. The

transient Rh(PPh3)2Cl was produced by flash photolysis of Rh(CO)(PPh3)2Cl, and its reaction
with U. chnwwl k.,2flc~. . . . . --z ---- . . -- = !.5 ~~ ~~ ‘~.(~~) ~!~~~ phntnlvcic w~~ ~]~~ ~~~~ ~~ s@&~s of’..n , .-” 2 ..- .-., ---

Cr(C())G. Loss of CO was followed by weak coordination of cyclohexane; the relative rates of
reaction of the transient aikane complex Cr(@s(CGH U) with Hz/D2 gave kH21kD2= l.9 at room

temperature for generation of the dihydrogen complex Cr(CO)s(q2-H2). (24) The KIE for
disappearance of Cr(CO)s(q2-Hz) was 5 times larger than that for the analogous T12-D2complex.
?-I.-l- —1--._:..-:- -c T-//-in\r msil pIIULUIySM UL r C[UUJS irl tiie gas pliidse gave Fe(CG )4, ‘W-hiChreacted ‘W-ithHz to give—----
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HzFe(CC))l (k~#cDz = 0.9 at 23 “C).(25) The KIE for reductive elimination of Hz/Dz from
. . 1- ,nfi,nzr e~~w)q was kI+2/kDz= i. 1. Larger normal KIEs were found for elimination of Hz/Dz from an

iridium complex containing two terminal hydrides in addition to a bound dihydrogen ligand.
Dissociation of Hz/Dz horn Ir(H)z(q2-Hz)Cl(P’BuzMe)z to give Ir(H)zCl(PtBuzMe)z had kH2/k~2 =

1.8 at 20 ‘C and kH2/kDz= 6 at –50 ‘c.(IS)

No kinetic isotope effect was found for reaction of Hz with W(PMe3)& in the absence of
added PMe3.( 11) Kinetic and mechanistic studies showed that dissociation of PMeJ is required

before oxidative addition of Hz can occur. Thus the intermediate that reacts with hydrogen
(kH2/k~2 = 1.2 at 60 “C) is five-coordinate W(PMe3)31* rather than the six-coordinate starting

material W(PMes)&. Loss of Hz from W(H)z(PMeJ)& also requires prior dissociation of pMes;
the KIE for H2/D2 elimination was k@cDz = 2.0 at 60 ‘C.(11) This well-studied case of

oxidative addition and reductive elimination of H2 from a tungsten center is an unusual example
where the EIE can be measured directly, as well as the KIEs for both the forward and reverse

reactions. The agreement between these provides an internal check on the results, but in few

cases is it possible to find suitable experimental conditions for each of these three quantities to be

separately measured. In many cases, measurement of two of these has been used to evaluate the

third; e.g., measurement of the EIE together with the KIE of the forward rate constant gives an
indirect determination of the KIE of the reverse rate constant. It is important to recognize that an

inverse EIE does not require that the KIE for either the forward or reverse rate constants be
inverse. As exemplified in this case, an inverse EIE can result horn the KIE for both the forward
and the reverse steps being normal, with the magnitude of the reverse KIE being larger than that

of the forward KIE.
Hydrogen adds reversibly to the trimetallic cluster (M-H)ZRU3(CO)8(W-PtBU2)2to give

(~-H)zRu~(CO)g@)&-ptBu& which contains two terminal Ru-H bonds. The KIE for H2~2
addition at 30 “C was kH2/kD2= 1.30.(26) It may seem surprising that a complicated reaction

invo!ving rn.eta!-rn.eta!bond c!eavage in a cluster would exhibit a KIE simi!ar to those discussed_--.—.—-

above for addition of Hz to single metal centers, but the kinetic study carried out on this cluster

reaction provided evidence that the actual hydrogen addition step occurred at as J?@e nie’til site,

following generation of a vacant coordination site through CO dissociation. The reverse
reaction, H2 elimination, was also found to be preceded by CO loss, and it had a KIE of kH2/kD2=

~.39.(~~)

An inverse kinetic isotope effect of kH2/kDz= 0.45 * 0.10 at 21 ‘C was determined for

loss of H2/D2 from the dihydride complex (PMe3)zPt(H)2.(27) It was suggested that the H–H
bond may be nearly completely formed in the transition state, possibly through pre-equilibrium
formation of an q2-H2 complex.
AA Ai+innc nf U- ~~ C.mtnmc Tn.rnlvinm NAn+ml Rmrlinml Tntnrvnndimtmc.A”qm..”mmo “m XAz I%- P.. mnlec fif“J- .”...- s.. v “n . *..6 L.=U.44. a=uuabwn =.s .-. . ..--. ---.=. . .1- WAw...ylw” v.

addition of hydrogen to diamagnetic complexes discussed above are the most commonly
observed oxiciative additions of Hz, but some exampies are known to proceed by an entirely

different pathway involving metal-centered radicals. Halpem discovered that reaction of H2 with
the Co(II) complex CO(CN)5-3 is second-order in metal and first order in hydrogen. Wayland
and ~Q-wQrker~ fQ1L~@9) a sim i1m- nvma 11third -nd=r mte 12w for ~Qn.versiQn.Of th-e 17-ekx&Qn-- . ....... . - . ----- ---- - -- --- ---- .- .. ---
rhodium radical complex (TMP)Rh* to (TMP)RhH from reaction with H2 (TMP =

In
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. tetramesitylporphyrin); a kinetic isotope of k@’kDz = 1.6 was found at 23 ‘C. The chromium

complex Cp*(CO)sCr* (Cp* = q5-CsMes) undergoes a similar reaction with hydrogen and has
kH2/kDz = 1.18 at 20 ‘C.(30) These interesting third-order’ reactions have IOW activation

enthalpies (AH$ z O– 5 kcal mol-’), reflecting M-H bond formation significantly compensating

for the rupture of the H–H bond. Large negative entropies of activation (AS$ s -40 to –55 cal
mol-l deg-l) are indicative of significant ordering of the transition state. The data for these

reactions are consistent with a four-center transition state M*ooHco*Hc*”M,but another possibility

has been suggested involving a pre-equilibrium association of hydrogen to give a 19-electron
dihydrogen complex that produces product through reaction with a second metal radical.

These reactions are pertinent models for catalytic hydroforrnylations and hydrogenations, where

the conversion of Co2(CO)8 to HCO(CO)a uder Hz may follow a similar mechanism.

A Cr complex bridged by a fidvalene ligand catalyzes the hydrogenation of conjugated

dienes, and this is proposed to occur by a radical mechanism.(31 ) The addition of Hz to this
complex gave kH2/kDz= 1.32 at 20 ‘C for addition of H2.(32) This KIE is similar to those

@iQ k~2/k~2=l.32 -Q

/ +H2- \ /
(8)

(co)3>~ cr(co)~ k@~2= 0.91 (CO)3CrH H Cr(CO)3

1 EIE=K~JK~2 = 1.45

discussed above for related complexes where metal-centered radicals react with Hz. The KIE for
reductive elimination of hydrogen is inverse (kH2/kD2 = 0.91), so that the EIE for hydrogen

addition is normal (KH#D2 = 1.45). This result stands in contrast to the inverse EIEs observed

and calculated for the addition of H2/D2 to mononuclear complexes, and the precise reasons for
this remain unclear.
Isotope Effects Involving Agostic Bonds. A classic demonstration of the preference of D to

reside in the position where it has a higher stretching frequency comes from experiments by

Shapley and co-workers.(33) The 0s cluster shown in eq. 9 has a partially deuterium labeled
methyl group, which forms an agnostic interaction with one metal. lH NMR experiments at

–76 “C showed that the resonance for the CH2D appeared 0.76 ppm downfield of that for the

CHZD isotopomer. The methyl group bridges asymmetrically, and the bridging C-H(D) has a

lower stretching frequency than the terminal ones, accounting for the preference for H to be
located in the bridging site and D in the terminal sites. Several other examples were
subsequently reported that exhibit related bonding interactions and isotopic preferences.

(go)4 (co),

[L /\

‘co)’ <&/(co)’ ~ ‘co)’ CC=p “)
H/:— d i-

‘D H

AH”= 0.13 kcal mol-’
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An unusual involvement of an agostic interaction in the mechanism of a Iigand
Aicnlat--m,-nt r-artinn wac Aicrnv-rd hv Unff anrl rn.urnrk~rc (PA 1 f)) (?6) ThP rlicnl~r-mc.nt nfM..JyswwwI..”l.. . “...”..”.. .. -u -.”-” , -.”- “J . . . . . =..=““ ., “... ”.” ,W.1. . “,.\-”, ‘ ““ -.-y. -””,,, ”.,. ~1

the pyridine ligand of [p(CbH 11)s]zW(CO)J(py) by P(OMe)s to produce

/PY k~llc~= 1.19

a
/1’ k#~ =0.87 P(OMe)3

[w~ ~ PY + [WI + [WC
kHikl)=(.).3~

(lo)--.—
‘ Pcy~ ‘P’ P(OMe)q ‘Pcy3

~v/ \rv
‘J ‘J

I ~] = mf-xr. ~w(rvni- fl,, = ,-.,nlahev.,l I
\k bJ3J1’ {QV13, ‘J ‘J “’W’’VAJ ‘

[P(C.H,, ).1. W(CO).[P(OMe),l would annear to he a ~imnle li~and disnlarement reaction. hl]tL- ,-v--, a,a.l L -- \- —,> L- ,-- -–,2J —rr -—- -- - - — .-----r -- --=---——— _-_r -— ---------- ___-. -._--, ___

the overall reaction showed an isotope effect (kH/kD= 1.2) when the deuterated ligand P(C6D11)3

was used instead of P(C6H 11)3. Stopped-flow kinetics studies provided evidence for the stepwise

mechanism shown in eq. 10. Dissociation of pyridine had an isotope effect of kH/kD = 1.19, and

was interpreted in terms of a partially associative intramolecular Iigand displacement, in which

formation of an agostic interaction is coupled with displacement of pyridine. An inverse kinetic

isotope effect of kH/kD = 0.86 was determined for the product-forming step, in which the

phosphite ligand binds to the metal, replacing the agostic interaction.
Equilibrium Isotope Effects for the Binding of Alkanes to Metal Complexes. Alkane
o-complexes mediate the making and breaking of alkane C-H bonds for certain transition-metal

complexes,(37) and they may also be important for enzymatic alkane oxidation.(38) Equilibrium
isotope effects (EIEs) for alkane o-binding are related to more commonly measured kinetic

isotope effects (KIEs) for alkane activation, but such EIEs have received less attention,(39) no

doubt because of the ephemeral nature of such complexes. The numerous ways that alkanes may

bond to transition metals differ chiefly in their hapticity, as shown below following the
nomenclature suggested by Perutz.(37) In many cases it is unclear which bonding mode

predominates (a given complex may sample more than one such structure). In principle the

H
\

H H H. ,,. H ‘ ‘“.”%-,
M---H-<H ~-’-Hq&H ~=,: H y.pH

~:. H/\ ‘.
<

J

1 ,’
H . . # ,’

H H.. MHM

I II 111 IV v
J ,-.. Au#, “. ,, -L.

4-U u#, –. .,.. .3-U u u,, -LA,. .,* I mz–r u!, –..-,. . a~ostic-=–– –-

Figure 4

“frozen” structural forms should be spectroscopically distinguishable, differing as they do in

local symmetry at the sp3 carbon. However, no reliable experimental technique has yet emerged
*- S:-.:-—.:-L. -.. _l- r- —.. —-- :- :&----- -l-A- ...L-AL-- -.. -L r-—.. —--.1.. ----...,. --4 1---1 -:-:-,.
LU UISLlll~UISll SUG1l lUIIIIS, IIUI 1s 11 Gvcll Gicdt Wllculcl Suull 1U11113 I1lG1cay Icplcsau Iuutll Illlllllllca

on an extended potential energy surface available to a given complex. Certainly such structures
might prove important as the basis of selectivity for the binding and activation of alkanes.
Readers interested in how such structures might be spectroscopically distinguished are referred
to a review on isoelectronic tetrahydroborate (BIL’) complexes.
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Bergman, Moore and coworkers found(41) that certain rhodium(I) complexes bind

perdeuterated cyclohexane and neopentane nearly an order of magnitude better than the perprotio

alkanes at – 108 “C (eq. 11); these transient alkane complexes weregenerated photochemicall y in

liquid Kr or Xe solution according to eqs. 12 – 14. The equilibrium constants, KH (and the

corresponding KD) could not be measured directly, but were instead deduced from observed

pseudo-first-order rate constants as a fi.mction of alkane concentration. The observed inverse

EIE was unusual and was the opposite of what one have predicted from changes in CH(D)-

stretching force constants. Presumably, a C-H(D) bond is weakened in the product, and simple

zero-point energy arguments predict a normal EIE for eq. 11. The authors suggested that zero-

point energy effects
K#K~

cp*Rh(co)(RD) + RH ~ cp*Rh(co)(RH) + RD (11)

from hindered rotations of the bound alkane, which would be lower in frequency for deuterated

alkanes, outweighed the expected normal effect from changes in CH(D) stretching force

constants. This reasoning was subsequently tested by Bender, Kubas, and Hoff for the weak
o=binding of dihydrogen isotopes in-a molecular hydrogen complex.( 12)

hv
cp*Rh(co)2 ~ cp*Rh(co)(Kr) + co (12)

liq Kr

K~
cp*Rh(co)(Kr) + RH - cp*Rh(co)(RH) + Kr (13)

k3
cp*Rh(co)(RH) ~ Cp*Rh(CO)(R)(H) (14)

Geftakis and Ball reported the observation of an alkane a-complex using a combination

of low temperature photolysis and NMR detection. Photolysis of CpRe(CO)s in neat
cyclopentane gives rise to new NMR signals which they ascribed to CpRe(CO)2(cyclopentane).

Definitive evidence for one binding mode vs. another was not available, but the authors favored
an q2-C,H (type IV in Figure 4) bonding mode. Repeating the experiment in cyclopentane-dlo

K#K~

CpRe(CO)@D) + RH ~ CpRe(CO)@H) + RD (15)

gave rise to Cp resonances slightly shifted from those observed in cyclopentane. When the

experiment was repeated in a 50/50 mixture of cyclopentane and cyclopentane-dl O, two Cp

resonances were observed; integration of those signals showed that C5H1Obinding was favored
vs. C5D 10 by a ratio 1.33:1, i.e., a normal EIE, in contrast to the inverse EIE reported by

Bergman for the binding of cyclohexane/cyclohexane-d12 and neopentane/neopentane-dl* to

cp*Rh(co).(41)
Schultz and co-workers used time- and temperature-resolved IR absorption spectroscopy

to probe the reaction of tetrahydrofhran (THF) with W(CO)S(SOIV) (SOIV = cyclohexane,
cyclohexane-dlz) to form W(CO)5(THF).(43) In cyclohexane-do, AH* for displacement of alkane

is 3.6 * 0.2 kcal mol-l and AS* = -13.7 + 2.5 cal mol-l K-l; in cyclohexane-d12, AH* = 2.4 + 0.6

kcal mol-’ and AS* = -18.3 + 3.5 cal mol-l K-’. These activation parameters are consistent with

an associative mechanism for alkane ligand displacement by THF. Despite the fact that AH* for

.
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w(co)~

W(CO)5(RH) + THF

hv>
W(CO)5(RH) + CO (16)

RH

~ W(CO)5(THF) + RH (17)

exchange is lower for the perdeutero case, the exchange is slower in cyclohexane-dlz than in
cyclohexane-do leading to a normal KIE. The entropy term governing the free energy barrier

dominates: displacing C6D12 is entropically more uphill than displacing C6H 12because a higher
density of states (a more populated vibrational manifold) for the deuterated alkane adduct must

converge in the transition state than for the perprotio case. These unusual experimental results
were supported by DFT calculations of vibrational frequencies and Bigeleisen KIE theory.

Another important observation by Schultz and co-workers is an experimentally deduced

inverse EIE for the binding of cyclohexane-dO vs. cyclohexane-dl z (Eq 18), in accord with

Bergman’s inverse EIE for the binding of those alkanes to Cp*Rh(CO)(41); the experimentally
K~K~

w(co)@D) + RH e w(co)@I-i) + RD (18)

determined (and calculationally supported) EIE is 0.71 for eq 18. The differing results of

Ball,(42) from those ofBergman(41) and of Schultz, suggest that the simple question of
whether an alkane &complex EIE is normal or inverse does not have a trivial answer!

Bender has addressed the question of how alkane binding equilibrium isotope effects can
be inverse for the binding of methane to an ML. fragment. He used published vibrational

frequencies calculated by Avdeev and Zhidomirov(45) for the model complex trans-(qz-H,H-

CHg)OsC12(PH3)2, a complex which is predicted to bind methane in an q2-H,H fashion (Type II

in Fig. 4).(46, 47) Harmonic vibrational frequencies for CH4, CD4, and for trarzs-(q2-

CHg)OSCl@H3)z and trans-(q2-CDg)OsC12(PH3)z were used to calculate the EIE using the

formalism of Bigeleisen and Mayer.(4) The EIE (KH/KD) for eq. 19 is around unity at ambient
temperature (27 “C) and may be factored into its three components: EIE(O.964) = MMI(3 .244)
x EXC(O.643) x ZPE(O.462). While the lack of an EIE for eq 19 is perhaps not surprising, the

K~/K~

CH4 + ~M(CD~ ~, CD4 + ~M(CH~ (19)

prediction that the EIE can become inverse with decreasing temperature is less intuitively
obvious.

The four CH-stretching modes for methane (A 1 and 3T2; Fig. 5) become two pairs
stretching modes for the complex: in-phase and out-of-phase modes for each bridging and

terminal pair, analogous to those observed for isostructural @-H,H-BH4- complexes. All but

one of the four CH2 stretching frequencies are lowered with respect to free methane (the out-of-

phase terminal CH2 stretching mode increases in frequency), thus zero-point energy

14
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contributions from changes in just the CH stretching fi-equencies predict an EIE of about 1.3 for

eq. 19, in accord with conventional wisdom. Indeed, the EIE predicted from changes in all nine
methane vibrational fi-equencies (EXC x ZPE) is 1.37 at 27 ‘C; at lower temperatures, an even

larger EIE is predicted. But this simple analysis omits the mass and moment of inertia factor

(MMI), and the countervailing ZPE and EXC contributions from corresponding frustrated
rotations and translations of the bound methanes.

When methane and a metal-ligand fragment combine, isotonically sensitive vibrational
modes for methane are shifted to higher or lower frequencies, according to changes in vibrational
force constants as already described. In addition, three translational and three rotational degrees

of freedom for the two molecules become six new normal mode vibrations in the complex

(“frustrated” rotations and translations). These new normal modes are shown in Fig. 6 alongside

their symmetry-correlated counterparts in free methane whence they derive.

Three of the six new vibrational modes for trans-(q2-CHA)OsClz(PH3)z and its d4 analog

contribute significant inverse EXC and ZPE factors to the calculated EIE. These modest EXC
and ZPE contributions oppose the ZPE effects from methane frequencies changes, and more
importantly, they mitigate the significant MMI factor. The MMI factor accounts for temperature-

independent molecular mass and moment of inertia ratios of the isotopic species in eq. 1; in the

present case MMI simply reflects the greater effect that deuterium has on the mass and moments
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of inertia of methane compared with the more massive methane complex. The MMI factor may

be calculated directly from molecular masses and moments of inertia for methanes and methane
complexes (3.66) and independently from vibrational frequencies using the Teller-Redlich

product rule (3.24). Analogous reasoning has been used by Rabinovich and Parkin,(l 8) and by

Krogh-Jespersen and Goldman(l 3) to interpret EIEs for the addition of Hz vs. Dz to metal
complexes. More recently, these ideas have been extended to EIEs for Hz o-bonding and metal-
alkene n-bonding.(49) The calculated results concur with Bergman’s and Schultz’s experimental

results: the calculated EIE for eq. 19 at-108°C is indeed inverse: KI-I/KD = 0.66.(50)

EIEs for Alkane Oxidative Addition. Krogh-Jespersen and Goldman calculated a normal EIE
(KE.I/KD= 3.6 at 27 ‘C) for the oxidative addition of CH4 vs. CD~ to an Ir(I) complex (eq. 20,

where L = PH3). Why are the calculated (at the same temperature) EIEs for eqs. 19 and 20 so

D3y K~/KD H3
%

C& +
~/

Ir(H)(CO)~ - CDq + / Ir(H)(CO)~ (20)

H

different? As the metal filly inserts into the CH bond, several new isotonically-sensitive
vibrational modes (the “fi-ustrated” rotations and translations) as well as the nine pre-existing

methane vibrational modes become the collection of metal-carbon and metal hydride and methyl
bending vibrational modes. Most importantly, the isotope effect is dominated by the conversion

.
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.
of a methane CH bond stretching vibration into a MH stretching vibration having a decreased
force constant; this point has long been appreciated, as already discussed for agostic CH

bonding.
In the most comprehensive study to date, Wolczanski and coworkers have experimentally

measured inter- and intramolecular EIEs for the reversible addition of various small

hydrocarbons to the transient species, (tBuJSiO)zTi=NSitBuJ (eq 21 ).(5 I ) Such alkane additions

across transition metal-main group element multiple bonds are not strictly analogous to oxidative
additions of alkanes to a metal centers to form an metal alkyl hydrides. On the other hand, such
“1,2 additions” may more closely mimic the mechanism of alkane activation actually employed

by certain enzymes, for example, by methane monoxygenase (MMO)(52)

MD K~/K~ M
H

(21)
(silox)2T-PL~i~Buk + RH–H ~ (silox)2’T_IKSi(tBu)3 + RD—D

silox = 0SitBu3

EIEs were measured (26.5 ‘C) by ‘H and 2H NMR in hydrocarbon solution. Experimental

results were compared with EIEs calculated using (HO)zTi=NH and its corresponding alkane

adducts as vibrational models. They reported a statistical mechanical treatment equivalent to the
Bigeleisen-Mayer treatment (except that the MMI factor was approximated by the corresponding
ratios for methanes alone).( 13) The calculated EIEs were factored into their MMI, EXC, and

ZPE(53) contributions. The results for intermolecular EIEs are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Experimentally Observed and Calculated Intermolecular Equilibrium Isotope

Effects for 1;2 Additio~ of Alkanes, Alkenes, and Arenes to (tBmSiO)2Ti=NtBU

substrate EIEOb,a EIE~lCa MMI EXC ZPE

CH4./CD4 2.00 ● .06 1.88 3.95 0.500 0.950
c’2&/c@6 2.22 +.08 1.93 2.69 0.551 1.299
c-CsH6/+CsD6 1.71*.04 1.48 2.04 0.616 1.177
C&I.4/CzD4 1.41+.11 1.34 2.45 0.591 0.924
c6H6/c(jD6 1.22* .07 1.26 1.49 0.702 1.200

cTHg/c7D# 1.59 + .06c 1.55C 1.52 0.822 1.240

?12-c2H4/ q2-c2H4~ 0.879 + .11 0.893 2.45 0.766 0.476

a26.5 ‘C (exp) and 24.8 “C (talc) except for the toluene cases. ~Refers to benzyl

activated products and isotopologues. c50 OC. qefers to metallacyclic product

CBuJSiO)@u$iN)TiCH2CHz and its isotopologue.

There is reasonable agreement between experiment and theory, and after carefhl consideration of
the sources of random and systematic error, the differences were attributed to experimental

difilculties. For each intermolecular case, a significant normal MMI factor is attenuated by an
inverse EXC factor, and also by inverse ZPE factors from vibration modes which are not present

in the free hydrocarbons, although the overall ZPE factor in several cases is normal, due to
changes CH vs NH bending and stretching modes.
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Intramolecular EIEs (KHiKD) may also be formulated using eq. 21, but in so doing RH-H
.

and RD-D become equivalent and therefore all contributions from the “free” hydrocarbon are

eliminated from consideration. Therefore, MMI factors along with attenuating EXC and ZPE

factors, which were significant in the intermolecular cases, are absent in the intramolecular
cases; the calculated intramolecular EIEs in Table 3 are determined by changes in zero-point
(and to a lesser extent by EXC) factors when deuterium occupies sites with different force

constants within the same molecular species. Heinekey has discussed this phenomenon in the
context of non-classical hydrides. Symmetry factors are important for bookkeeping

purposes, but because they alone cannot lead to isotope fraction, the observed and calculated

EIEs in Table 3 have been corrected for these statistical factors. The authors note that in organic

systems, MMI and EXC factors are generally ignored, or at least assumed to be equal to unity;

they maintain that because MM and EXC factors compensate one another, both factors maybe

ignored without consequence the present cases, and isotonically sensitive vibrations that are
absent in intramolecular cases are primarily responsible for the greater intermolecular EIEs.

Table 3. Experimentally Observed and Calculated Intramolecular Equilibrium Isotope

Effects for 1,2 Additions of Representative Alkanes, Alkenes, and Arenes to
(’BuJSiO)zTi=N’Bu =

substrate EIEOb,a EIECalCa SYM EXC ZPE

intramolecular /sYM ISYM
(ND)CH3 = (NH)CHZD 1.05 + 0.08 0.867 3 0.956 0.908
(-ND)CDH2 e (NJ3)CHD2 1.13+0.08 0.911 1 0.925 0.976
(ND)CHDZ = (NH)CD3 1.17+0.08 0.909 1/3 0.925 0.982
(ND)CDZCH3 S (NH)CHQCD3 1.53 + 0.03

W)(C-CDCH2CH2) e

1.44 1 0.969

1.29 + 0.03 1.27 2 0.869
(N-H)(C-CHCH2CD2)

m)(3,5-C6H3D2) ~ 1.274.04 1.25 1 0.855
(NH)(2,4,6-C6H2D3)

.482

.457

.460

(W(cHzph) = (NH)(CHDPh)”d 1.03+.01 0.99 2 0.867 1.143

u26.5 (3) ‘C (exp) and 24.8°C (talc) except for the toluene cases. ~For the intramolecular case,
the MMI term is approximated as unity. CRefers to benzyl activated products and isotopologues.
~50 ‘c.

KIEs For Oxidative Addition of Alkanes. Discovery and development of homogeneous

catalysts capable of selective fictionalization of alkanes is a goal that has spawned intense

efforts by many groups. Well before precise kinetic isotope effects for the activation of alkanes
measured and interpreted, H/D exchange itself was used to establish that CH bonds were indeed

being reversibly cleaved by certain metal complexes, notably those of Pt(II) in acidic media.(55)
In the early 1980’s Bergman and co-workers discovered that alkyl hydride complexes of Ir are

generated by photolysis of Cp*(PMe3)Ir(H)2, which loses H2 to produce highly reactive
[Cp*(PMeJ)Ir] which reacts with alkanes. Reaction of Cp*(PMe3)Ir@)2 with cyclohexane
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addition of hexane to the Rh intermediate Cp*(PMe3)Rh at -60 0C.(47)

Isotope effects have aiso played a major role in the mechanistic understanding of addition

of C-H bonds of arenes to unsaturated metal centers. Jones and Feher found a very small

inlermoleczdar isotope effect (kH/kD = 1.05 + 0.06) from photolys~s of Cp*(PMes)Rh(H)2 in
fl,u. ir.n. (<7) A !arger ;nt.flmnlonlfln.~~o~ope ~ffec~ (~H,*xD= ~.4 + n 1\ .ac,, I+=A C.A-
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experiments with 1,3,5-d3-benzene, where the photochemicall y generated Rh intermediate selects

between C-H or C-D bonds in the same arene.
..-.

The dltterent isotope effects in these two
experiments required that an intermediate be present, and eq. 22 shows the q2-arene intermediate

implicated on the basis of this and other experiments. Burk and Crabtree discovered an Ir system
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* 0.1 ) for reaction of C6&/C6D6 with IrHz(02CCFs)[P(CsH4 -p-F)j]z, and suggested that this KIE
reflected the lower reactivity (higher selectivity) of their intermediate compared to

Cp*Ir(PMes).(56)

Goldman and co-workers studied the mechanism of photochemical dehydrogenation of
,.11.--...”-...A cn..- ,1.-.I... ___ 17TlZ -cl. /l.- — K 2 ...La_ . .. . .. . D l.. fDR Aa\ /flfi\f=l ..,,,. _.hn+,.l. r_aA ..,:+L
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C6H12/C6D12.(59) They suggested that this KIE was inconsistent with C-H activation as the rate-
limiting step, and that it resulted instead from the two isotonically sensitive steps – the

combhation of an EIE on oxidative addition of the C-H bond to the metal, followed by a KIE on
the subsequent ~-elimination step. Jones and Feher found an EIE of KH/KD = 2.7 for addition of
+1..0 I-TIP ~ L.-,-l ,.Cl.,.--a..a +. P-*[DXA. }D 1.. /C7\ 7%:. .l. -.. rm +La .x...-A+IM-I m-n4?c..._n.n fiC13 +n
UIG Q-IJJ U-V UUILU UL UGILZ.GllG LU Qp (L 1V1G3JIUL.(J / J 1 L1l> SILU W D UIQ &A~GQLQU ~1 QIQIQllU& UL D LU

occupy the site of higher force constant (VCD> VMD). Thus a similar EIE is present in the Rh

reaction by Goidman, coupied with a KIE of about 2 for the ~-elimination step, wOuid account
-_-—

for their observed kH/kD = 5.3.

Flood and co-workers reported detailed kinetics studies for oxidative addition of alkyl
~~1~ nT.x,l C.H hfin~e to me-;,.- fia--law-o Af+zw ,4;ccno;ot;nn

ULJI UU4LUD WOLILLUXLL WJlliylw’%uo. rxALu L U.oowuaubxufil
~f pM~j f~~p,

(PMe&Os(H)(CHzCMes), oxidative addition of benzene occurs with kH/k~ = 3.3 + 0.3 at 80
0C.(60) ‘The most unusual isotope effect observed in this study was not of the C-H activation step
itself, but was an isotope effect observed on the rate constant for ligand dissociation.
Experiments at 65 ‘C showed that dissociation of P(CH3)3 from [P(CH3)3]gOs(H)(CH2CMes)
was faster [ku/kn = ~ 27) fh~n dissociation of P(CWL from [p(~~.)a~A~s(H)(~H,~~e7) I Th~s\--’r --” - . ------ —----- -- - ,- —>,. ------ ~- , - — .,.,. --,--, \—--A—-._-</.
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was proposed to be due to a steric isotope effect. Since C-D bonds are shorter

(by about 0.003 ~), steric crowding is more pronounced in the P(CHJ)j complex

than C-H bonds

compared to the

P(CD3)3 analog, leading to faster dissociation in the non-deuterated phosphine complex. While
this steric isotope effect may appear to be surprisingly large, note that since there four
phosphines containing a total of 36 H (or D) atoms, the effect per hydrogen atom is about 1.009,

which is in accord with the magnitude of steric isotope effects in organic systems,

Wolczanski and coworkers have measured KIEs for the addition of methane isotopomers

to a transient Zr(IV) imido species, (tBu3SiNH)zZr=NSitBu3, a highly reactive species that may

be generated by thermolysis of the corresponding alkyl amido complex (eq. 23)(6 1)

fr
H

/

@USiNH)z~wSifB u)~

[ 1“~BuSiNH)2~~SiCBu), + R~-H/R.-D KIE,,,~ (23)

Y“ ?

Trapping experiments with deuterated methanes revealed that primary KIEs for intermoleczdar

CH/CD activation were significantly greater than the corresponding intramolecular primary
KIEs; thus Cw is trapped ten times faster than CD4: KIE = 11.2 + 1.7, while the CH bond reacts

only five times faster than the CD bond in CHZDZ: KIE = 5.1 + 0.6 (both KIEs were measured at
95 “C). The authors noted that an intermolecular KIEs contains a rotational partition ratio for

CDJCH.4 (a factor of 242 or z 2.83) which is not present in the intramolecular case.
Inter- vs intramolecular KIEs were reexamined by Wolczanski in a subsequent

collaboration with Cundari as part of thorough study including EIEs which was mentioned
above.(51) From knowledge of experimentally measured EIEs and corresponding KIEs for the

elimination step, KIEs for the addition of hydrocarbons to (silox)zTi=NSitBu3 may be inferred by
rearranging the simple expression EIE = ~Ead~~Eelk; see eq. 24. This remarkable collection

of results is summarized in Table 4.

Iv’D =~dn~~~~

u

H

(24)
(siloX)2TikSi~Bu)3 + RH—H (silox)2T- Si(,Bu)q + RD–D

silox = OSi(Bu3

Several trends are apparent horn the comparison of KIEs for closely related hydrocarbons

in Table 4: first, alkane KIEs (cf. entries 1-6, 13) are typically greater than alkene (cf. entries 9,
10) or arene (entries 11, 12) KIEs, despite the generally stronger CH stretching force constants
for the latter two; secondly, cyclopropane KIEs (entries 7,8) are more alkene-like, perhaps
consistent with the unusual carbon hybridization characteristic of that strained ring;(62) thirdly,
intermolecular KIEs are on the whole greater than corresponding intramolecular KIEs, a result
which parallels the trends found in the EIEs; lastly, several intermolecular KIEs (cf. entries 1, 5,

6) are substantially greater than the commonly accepted “semi-classical maximum” of= 7 for
primary CH bond-breakingat250C.(2b)
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Isotope Effects (K.IEaddJ for 1,2-hydrocarbon-addition to (silox)zTi=NSitBus.@

Intermolecular Intramolecular
nntw. . . . . R..um..nI.”. AI..”- RIT/Rn.-. .— Ti’TTi’ . JCVNA-a-~~~,” . A.. UT17.. UTli’ . . /avn~c.-A.1~,,~ .xm~~aa”[cApJ

1 cH4/cD4 2.00 + 0.06 14.7+ 1.7 29.4 + 3.5
2 CDH3 1.05 + 0.08 13.4* 1.0 14.1 *1.5
3 CD2H2 1.13 + 0.08 15.1 + 1.6
4 CD3H 1.17+0.07 15.7+ 1.5
~ ~2~6/~2~6 ‘199 LnfiQA.L.L - W.uu lA-2Ln71-r. JA ”., 3~.7+~9

6 CD3CH3 1.53 + 0.03 21.9+ 1.2
7 c-CsHb/c-CsDb 1.71 * 0.04 9,0 * 0.5 15.4 * 0.9

8 1,I-C-C3H4DZ 1.29 + 0.03 11.6+ 0.7
9 CzH&Dd 1.41+0.01 7.8 + 0.4 11.0+ 0.1
~~ +.... unfl-~un

ir uru-lLub—bxl~
] .-j(-) + ~.~~ ~.g * (-).4

11 c6Hdc6D6 1.22 * 0.07 7.4 + 0.3 9.0 + 0.6
12 1,3,5 -C6H3D3 1.273 * 0.004 9.4 * 0.4
13 CTH&TDg 1.59 + 0.06 10.5 * o.7d 16.7+ 1.3
14 PhCHzD 1.03 * 0.01 10.8 + 0.7

“ . .. ----WAI1~~elim vaiUes refer to the i ,~-KH~-elimination ffom (siiox)2(iEusSi’N-fi)TiRH and

k~ refers to 1,2-R~D-elimination from (silox)z(tBu~SiND)TiR~. b EIEe~~ at 26.5 + 0.3, EIEC21C

at 24.8 ‘C; KIEel;m at 24.8 “C for R = Me, Ph, CHzPh; KIEelim at 26.5°C for R = Et, CH=CH2

and cPr. CAII inferred KIEaddn(exp)’s calculated according using the EIEob~/SYM and the

The large intermolecular KIEs observed for methane and ethane (-30) are similar to those
observed for methane oxidation by soluble methane monoxygenases [sMMO). Lipscomb ~d

co-workers reported(63) KIEs of -50-100 for the hydroxylation of C& vs CD4 by sMMO
:.- Al,.. +a A s..,--- a.fn+.L.lm.:......t“;nl..A..Mm”:..-AD’2t..T : . . ..cI..cI.-.-/4 ,.- .xra.L,w. ~a,,mrl a o;-; l. T.1., I..,-ra
mulabGu Lluul ivxc28r8ybuawbua br bbrcuopv[ burr~ vva u, blppaLu aI1u vu- w WLnbLD IUULLU a iiILULACLALy KU~e

KIE of -28 for the same reaction catalyzed by A4ethylococcus capsulates (Bath) .(64) Many
factors can decrease observed KIEs,(2c) but only two factors may significantly increase them –

secondary effects and quantum mechanical tunneling. To obtain a KIE of around 30 for CH4
VS.CD4 means that more than just the zero-point energy for a single CH stretch must be lost in
+L-iwi-.;t;mfi c+nte—+A---ra–-a:fi+ --a.-., fa. m-a r-.. i-rx,a hzamrl;mrr r-nrw-lzx -,, ct ho lrmt OC xxrall TmUIW U~lOILIU1l DI.ULU — UIU AWL W–~WIILL b/LLWL~y AWL tJLIU U& L WU UWUULLl~ LLA”UUD AA. L40. “U .“0. w- . . ““. .11

other words, the reaction coordinate for transferring H(D) nucleus (whether as H+, H-atom or

hydride) does not resemble the textbook linear three-centered atom or proton transfer, for
which bending fi-equencies present in the ground state are also present in the transition state.

Therefore, the usual arguments as well as the usual upper limit of -7 do not model these 1,2
arlriitinnc cn fiwth~r thenrdical mndelina nf the trancitinn ctate md ifc sttenrlant v~&~~~QD.~].-- . . ...”..”. ““ .-. ---- . . . . . ------ . ..-.-- . . ..~ “. ---- . . .-.. ”.-.-.. “—. - ---- ..- -----------

frequencies are required for a full understanding.
Quantum mechanical tunneiing piays a weii-estabiisheci roie in the H-atom abstraction

from CH bonds in condensed phases(65) and is now recognized in enzymatic catalysis as
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well.(66) But unusually large KIE’s need not signify tunneling; Kreevoy(67) proposed
-.. ---: —-- 4-1 --:4.-.:- c-- ------: -:-- 4----- :-- L---J -- A .- .:..:--- c.-— --- 4:-.-J
CApGLllllCLILdl U llCl M lUl ICWglllZl[lg LLLIUIG]lllg UCNGU Ull UC VMLIU1l> lIUII1 plCUIWX i%h(?rIiUS

temperature behavior. Clearly, temperature-dependent KIE studies, despite their experimental

difficulty, are extremely worthwhile! The role of tunneling in organometallic systems has begun

to receive theoretical attention, but is beyond the scope of this review.
KIEs have been reported for highly electrophilic metal centers that react with

L...A..,.,.,..-a---- P u Lfi-A. -c 1:-... J.
llyulubal Uulla Gi U-11 UU1lU> U1 IL&211UJ.

TL,-. 1..+ -+:..- n,.-sla., P..*-l ..flIJ a.ra ----- . . ... I-
1 llG lULGLIUIJl &UiliJJIGA Qp ZLUG113 GA&ll& WILI]

methane, and its reaction with benzene (vs. C6DG)to give Cp*zLuPh and CHQ has kH/kD = 5.5 at

70 “C.(69) Even larger KIEs were found by Marks and co-workers, who reported detailed

studies of Cp*zThR2 complexes and found kH/kD values as high as 10 for reactions of some

thorium complexes with C-H bonds.(70)
T..,/a-+..”+ +- +La. a .e.,-+; n”” ●L.+ fi.nnar.A +L.n.. mh A:.-.*--+:- ;mta—c.a; .+a. CL-—, .-,4
III QULIL1 aci L w LIAVOV L WJVLIUILO Lime pI WVVWJ LIU wu~u uiama~uvuu uLcuL Illw.uaw+ Ouwkly anu

Wayland found that the stable rhodium radical (TMP)Rh* (TMP = tetramesitylporphyrin) reacts
with methane to give (TMP)RhH and (TMP)RhCHJ.(71) A large KIE of kH/kD = 8.6 at 23 ‘C

was found for Cl& vs. CDA, and a termolecular four-centered transition state (Rh””OC.eeH””eRh)
was proposed.
mm C:~AZ’vnh. mm. ant+ UT17C fn. Rrm+.me+;.,. Ti’l; m:mn+; nm nf Al bomncXuu Uxbti J2AunnaM~bUaau Xxmuii .UI A.uuub.lvti UaL&L. Llaa&ev&a VA Axnunlb..

Tmtrewir-,lam,loe urn
lLLLL ulllu IQQUICU 1 W M

scrambling between metal hydride and methyl sites in M(H)(CHJ) (with deuterium labels in
either sitej provides additional evidence for ‘the intermediacy of O-aikane complexes in the

reductive elimination of hydrocarbons from metal alkyl hydride systems. Microscopic

reversibility requires the same intermediates in oxidative addition of alkanes-to metal systems.

.I-- rr~ r._._–:— — >-... -L.. —_ :— AL- m TT —-AL–— AI_—— AL- m~ 11 -:. - /-ra\
UIC E1J2 ltlVUrlIl~ UWJKXIUII1 111 UIG L-n rdUICr U12U1 LUG lV1-ll SILG( /A) KClillGU JTIJIJ GilWilLl~GS

n-l_*-J TTM --. -L-----

were observed in other examples shown in Table 5 that exhibit inverse isotope effects.
The o-alkane complexes enable scrambling of H and D between MH and CHJ sites, since

the bound CH.4 complex is thought to readily equilibrate among different forms. These same
a-alkane complexes account for the inverse isotope effects often found (Table 5) in reductive
al:%;-ot:a”. Gfi- --+.1 .11-,1 h.r,-lA/le. ,.,-.Tnnla., a.
QlllLllllALIUllCi U Ulll lllGUll CUKy 1 lly Ul lUG UWlll~lQAQ&

Th’m. a :m. ra.”* ;Om+fi-a *##’am*. h..,- +La:. n&rr;rl
1 llvau 111 Y U1O* Kwwpv Vllwubo lla v v ULWLIWLl~ill

in pre-equilibrium reversible formation of the alkane complexes, for which the EIE is inverse.

‘l_’husthe& for formation of an M(CD4) complex from M@)(CDq) exceeds fiat Of formation

,/H kl [

%
R~~W~)&M+~ ,27)

of an M(CH4) complex from M(H)(CH3). While the H/D scrambling provides evidence for the
;ntm-mcd:.r. x, nf m–olbam- PnWHl~t=VC.@ ;m tha avmrnnla. iho+ Lmx,za ;TI.I-TCCB ;entnnn .affeo+c
,L,%-. ,., UU, LL”J “1 “ ‘LL, AC4,, ” “V.UY.”--O .,. ..,- UACU,, ~,UD U,bb. ,*CL , “ .X. V “. .7- ‘0”.”=” “l& U” LO, ,. .0
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possible that o-alkane complexes also form in the cases in Table 5 that have normal isotope

effects. The critical feature was proposed to be “the energy of the transition state for dissociation
of alkane relative to that of the transition state for ~-complex formation from the alkyl-

hydride.’’(73)

Table 5. KIEs for Reductive Elimination of RH from M(R)(H)

Metal Complex

(PPh,),Pt(H)(CHs)
(tmeda)Pt(CH2Ph)(H)Clz

(PPh3)2Pt(H)(CHzCF,)

(CyzPCH*CH2PCyz) Pt(H)(CHzCMeq)

(PMe3)3Rh(H)(CHzOCH3)(Cl)

[CpZRe(H)(CHs)]+

[Cn(PMes)Rh(H)(CHs)]+
Cp*(PMes)Ir(H)(Cy)

CpZW(H)(CH3)

Cp*2W@)(CH3)
Cp*(PMes)Rh(H)(3 ,5-CsHsMez)

Cp*(PMes)Rh(H)(CHzCHs)
(tmeda)Pt(CHs)(H)Cl

kH/kD Temp. Ref.
(“c)

3.3 –25 (74)
3.1 –28 (75)

2.2 40 (76)

1.5 69 (77)

1.3 31 (78)

0.8 9 (79)

0.74 75 (80)
0.7 130 (46)

0.7 73 (72)

0.7 100 (73)

0.51 51 (57)
0.5 -30 (47)

0.29 –27 (75)

Cy=CSH11 (cyclohexyl); Cn = 1,4,7 -Trimethyl-l ,4,7 -triazacyclononane

Referring to eq. 27, a normal KIE is found in cases where k2 >> kl, and an inverse isotope effect

is found when lcl >> k2.
Many of these examples that have inverse isotope effects for reductive elimination of

alkanes observed through kinetics measurements have their origin in inverse equilibrium isotope

effects. Jones and co-workers provided evidence that the kinetic isotope effect for formation of

alkane complexes was also inverse in the forward direction.(81 ) A thorough kinetic analysis of

reductive elimination of Tp’(L)Rh(CH3)(H) [Tp’ = hydridotris(3 ,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)borate; L

= CNCHzCMe3] and related complexes gave evidence for kH/kD = 0.62 for the forward

/H ‘for

‘\ ~

[1

RN (28)
CH3 k,., CH3

direction of eq. 28 (formation of the unobsemed alkane complex) and kH/kD= 1.2 for the reverse

direction (oxidative addition from the bound alkane complex).
Another fascinating observation made by Jones and co-workers was that the rate constant

for reductive elimination of methane from Tp’(L)Rh(CHs)(H) was slightly but reproducibly
faster in benzene than in benzene-dj [kC6H~&6D6= 1.08(6)].(81 ) This unusual effect, along with

kinetics in C6F6 containing varying amounts of C6D6, provided evidence for an associative
component of the mechanism in which an q2-benzene Iigand binds to an intermediate, prior to

the elimination of methane and formation of the final Tp’(L)Rh(H)Ph product.
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&Hydride Elimination Reactions. Many metal alkyl complexes with ~-hydrogens decompose “

by &hydride elimination to give metal hydrides and alkenes. This fundamentally important

reaction is the reverse of the insertion of metal alkenes into M-H bonds. Schwartz and co-
workers found a KIE of kH/kD = 2.28 + 0.2 for &elimination from (PPhJ)z(CO)Ir(n-octyl) .(82)

Thermal decomposition of (PMezPh)z(acac)Co(CHzCHJ)z [vs. Co(CH2CD3)2] gave kH/kD = 2.30
+ 0.15 at 15 0C.(83) Bercaw and co-workers reported kH/kD = 2.0 + ().3 for ~-elimination of

styrene (vs. styrene-dl) from Cp*JSc(CHzCHDPh) .(84) In all of these cases ~-elimination was

proposed to be rate-limiting.
In other cases (3-elimination reactions exhibit KIEs, but kinetic and mechanistic

information indicates that the actual ~-elimination is not always the sole cause of the KIE.

Whitesides and co-workers earned out detailed kinetics studies of ~-hydride elimination from Pt

all@ complexes. A negligible KIE (kH/kD = 1.0 + 0.3) resulted from therrnolysis (118 “C) of
(pEtg)2pt(CH2CH3)2 [VS. (PEtq)2Pt(CD2CD3)2], consistent with phosphine dissociation being rate-

determining. When 0.3 M PEtJ was added, k@D = 3.3 + 0.5 (at 131 ‘C). Scrambling of H/D
was found in experiments using (PEtJ)zPt(CHzCD3 )z, indicating that ~-hydride elimination was

reversible, and it was concluded that the rate-determining step was reductive elimination of

ethane from the mono-phosphine intermediate. With larger amounts (1.64 M) of added PEtJ, a

lower KIE was found: kH/kD = 1.7 + 0.3 (at 157 “C). A mechanism involving diphosphine

intermediates was proposed, with the rate-determining step being either reductive elimination of

ethane or loss of ethylene.

Deuterium Effects on NMR Spectra. Substitution of an H by D on a metal hydride typically

causes a small but observable isotope effect on the lH NMR chemical shift of the remaining
hydride(s). Crabtree and co-workers reported several examples of this with partially deuterated
metal polyhyrides.(86) For a series of rhenium complexes ReHTLz (L2 = chelating bidentate

phosphine) introduction of D in place of H led to an upjeld shifi of-0.002 to -0.009 ppm for
each D substitution in the partially deuterated complexes ReHT.,DxLz (x = O – 6). Small isotope
effects on coupling constants were found for Pt compounds, which normally have large

couplings. The JR-Pof tran.s-[HPt(PEt3)3]+was 2055 Hz for the P trans to H, but Jpt.p= 2031 Hz

for the analogous metal deuteride, trans-[DPt(PEt3 )3]+.(87) A higher trans influence of D
compared to H was found in compounds where a terminal H (or D) is trans to a dihydrogen
Iigand. The lH NMR chemical shift of the HD resonance of [Ru(q2-HD)(D)(PMezPh)(diphos)]’

appears 0.067 downfield of the H.D resonance of [Ru(?12-HD)(H)(PMezPh)(diphos)]+,(88) and a

similar observation was made with labeled derivatives of [Os(?12-Hz)(H)(depe)z] +.(89)
One of the most definitive spectroscopic criteria for identification of a bound r12-Hz

ligand(l O) is through lH NMR spectroscopic studies of the corresponding r12-HD complex. The

observation of a 1:1:1 triplet for bound HD Iigand establishes the presence of the bound
dihydrogen Iigand, with JHDvalues ranging from about 10-35 Hz. These couplings are observed
because some H-H (or H-D) bonding is retained in the metal complex, as opposed to dihydrides
where only M-H bonds (and no H-H interaction) are present. Deuterium labels are also used in
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the study of an entirely different type of coupling. Exchange couplings of quantum mechanical

origin have been observed in dihydrides and polyhydride complexes. These exchange

couplings lead to observation of extremely large, temperature-dependent JHHcouplings. In one

of the early examples of exchange couplings, Heinekey and co-workers reported that

[Cp(PPh3)IrH3]+ exhibited JHH= 260 Hz at -97 “C and JHH= 397 Hz at -77 ‘C.(91) These
remarkable couplings are suppressed in the partially deuterium labeled compounds, which has

proven usefd in the study of these remarkable observations.
Deuterium labels in ligands are advantageous in the study of paramagnetic compounds,

since deuterium NMR typically gives much narrower NMR signals than those for the

corresponding proton NMR. For example, Cummins and co-workers have made extensive use of

deuterated ligands in the study of paramagnetic complexes, such as three-coordinate Ti

complexes Ti(NRAr)3 (Ar = aryl group, R = C(CDJ)Z(CHJ), where the source of D is deuterated

acetone.)

Exchange between Dihydrogen and Terminal Hydride Ligands. Heinekey and co-worked

reported detailed low-temperature NMR studies of a series of Fe, Co, Rh and Ir dihydride

complexes with the tetradentate ligand P(CH2CHzPPhz)s (abbreviated as PPJ).(93) In contrast to

the modest upfield shifts normally found upon partial deuteration of polyhydrides, they found
that the ~H N-m chemicai shifts of the M(H)(D) compiexes were Substantiaiiy downj?eid of the

. ..--. .—.

corresponding M(H)2 complexes. The two chemically distinct hydride sites undergo rapid
dynamic exchange but can be resolved at low temperature. In the case of the cationic Rh
~Qrn-p!ey.~b-~wn in eq ?7 the hvdride recnnanm= nf r(PP. )Rh(TWT_))l+ ~~ 27 ‘~ annearc O 1 L22

. -, 9 ---- -.> ----- . --=.. -.=-- -. L\- a J/---\ .L/\-)J v -r=- . . . . . . . .

.ppm downfield of that for the dihydride [(PP3)Rh(H)2]+. This unusual result was due to

L -1 L -1

non-statistical occupation of inequivalent sites. The deuterium in the monodeuterated complex
1--” - -:. - ---r ------- :- *l-- ---- _r .1-- nL -- ——1-..-l-_.——:—11- a SILG ~LCIGI tXIGG, 111 UlC2 GtlSC UL UIG N1 LWIIl~lWL MIU WI1 111~~. ~~, ~ = ~ . ~ 6.
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site exchange between the two hydride locations (intramolecular hydride rearrangement) was

studied by comparison of experimental and simulated NMR lineshapes as a fi.mction of
temperature for the IW(H)Z complex and its Rh(H)(D) analog. The KIE of k~/k~ = 1.3 shows

that some changes in M-H interactions occur between ground and transition states, and it was
m..----+a~ +1....&- ,-l:L..A______:-6.—.--2:-6A ...-. :_.. _l.._d n -&. +:,.-
au~~G3LGu ulaL a uIuyuLu~Gu IULGLUIGUMLG was UIVUI VGU.

-c+~. u u ..-u n 1:---2 .-4
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reformation of the Rh-H(D) bonds would accomplish the exchange. Hoff and co-workers found
k@kDz = i .08 for conversion of the dihydride [P(CGH1IjJ]z(C~)J-w~~)z to the dihydrogen

complex [P(CfiH11)31?(CO)3W(q2-Hz) complex. Note that the KIE is si-mificantly higher in... --—,
the Rh case than in this W example, particularly since the Rh measurement compares Rh(H)2 vs.
m~f17\-\ .-.l------ l-- ~~1--.-——1- —_---- .–-> %lT/TT\ --- TT7M\
Nl(n)(u} Wlltxais LUG w WLtmlplc Ulciislucu w (n)z vs. w (D)2.

The question of whether D should favor a terminal M-H site or a non-classical
dihydrogen site M(qz-H2) has been addressed in several studies, but the conclusions diverge.

Heinekey and co-workers prepared the cationic complex [Tp(PMes)Ir(H)(HZ)]+ (Tp =
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.
hydridotris(pyrazoy l)borate) and compared its NMR with that of partially deuterated

analogs. They found large, temperature-dependent downfield isotope shifis for the hydride
resonances of the monodeuterated complex (5(HzD) - ~Hs) = O-228 ppm at –58 “C). A

comprehensive study of these systems using tritium as well as deuterium labels led to the

conclusion that in partially deuterated isotopomers of [Tp(pMes)Ir(H)(Hz)]+, D preferentially
occupies the terminal rather than the dihydrogen site (i.e., I& lies to the right in eq. 31).

#H Keq
D

\H ~ ‘<,H (31)

D’ H
Henderson and 0glieve(96) also found a preference for D in the classical tautomer of
[CpZW(H)3]+ compared to [CpZW(H)(q2-HZ)]+. In contrast, Luo and Crabtree found that

deuterium preferentially occupies the non-classical site in a cationic Re complex shown in eq.
32, which has two terminal M-H bonds in addition to the r12-Hzligand.(97) Poliakoff and

[(PMe2Ph)3(CO)Re(D) z(HD)]+
q=l.3

- [(PMe2Ph)3(CO)Re(H) (D)(D2)]+ (32)

co-workers also found a preference for D in the non-classical site of Cp(CO)sNb(H’) vs.
Cp(CO)JNb(H)’.(98) These studies were conducted over different temperature ranges and

spanned a variety of metals and Iigands, so there appears to be no general conclusion of whether
D or H will preferentially reside in the terminal (classical) or non-classical (dihydrogen) site.

NMR studies have also examined exchange between terminal OS-H and 0s(q2-H’) sites.
A KIE of ko,@@sm2 = 1.4(2) at –25 ‘C was found for exchange between [OS(TI2-

HD)(D)(depe)’]+ and [Os(q2-D’)(H)(depe)2]+ (depe = Et’PCHzCH2PEt’) .(99) Analysis of *Hand

‘H NMR spectra of 0s(H)(q2-Hz)(PiPrJ)’(CO)Cl and 0s(D)(q2-Dz)(PiPrq)z(CO)Cl at 60 ‘C gave

a much larger KIE of ko,@ko,D3 = 4.6.(16) The Hz and H ligands are trans to each other in the

ground state structure, and it was suggested that an isomerization to put these ligands in a cis
arrangement would facilitate the observed exchange reaction.
Rhodium-Catalyzed Asymmetric Hydrogenation. The asymmetric hydrogenation of prochiral

enamides by RI-complexes with chiral diphosphine ligands has significant commercial utility,
due to the continuing need for enantioselective synthetic procedures. The demonstration that the

predominant product enantiomer arises from the “minor manifold” encompassing a minority of
the Rh-containing complex was a triumph of mechanistic understanding.( 100, 10 1) This has

been referred to an “anti-lock-and-key” motif. (102)
Landis and Brauch reported an experimental study of the hydrogenation of methyl

acetamidoacrylate (MAA), using [Rh(norbomadiene) (DIPHOS)]+ BF4 - as the catalyst

precursor. (103) Hydrogenations were conducted using mixtures of Hz and D’ and the H or D
content of the hydrogenated product was determined by ‘H NMR. An advantage of carrying out

the experiments under mixed H2/D2 is that any impurity (notably 02) that might be present in
either separate gas would equally affect the reaction, compared to carrying out separate Hz VS. D2

experiments. An intriguing result is that there is not a significant kinetic isotope effect on the
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overall catalytic hydrogenation reaction. An average value of k@kDz = 1.04 + ().05 (corrected

for 4’XO volubility difference of H2 vs. D2) was determined on the basis of multiple measurements.
A small HE (kH2/kDz = 1.23 + 0.05) had been found earlier by Brown and Parker(104) for

hydrogenation of (Z@-acetamidocinnamic acid by @h(norbomadiene)(DIPHOS)]+.

Additional isotopic probes were used to scrutinize individual steps of the reaction. As

shown in Fig. 7, a critical step of the mechanism is insertion of the C=C bond into a Rh-H bond,
producing a Rh alkyl hydride complex. Landis and Brauch found that catalytic hydrogenation of

methyl acetamidoacrylate by Dz produced the product shown in eq. 33.(103) ThelH NMR
integration indicating a CH2D group and the lack of any HD detected in the headspace over the

reaction mixture provided evidence that the formation of the alkyl hydride complex was
CH3
/

(>”<?‘HL c$$p””’33)
CH2D

E = C02Me

irreversible. If the insertion had been reversible, then elimination of H or D from the CH2D
would have occurred, providing a mechanism for H/D scrambling. Studies of this type

determining the location of D labels is in the product (or recovered starting material) provide
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valuable mechanistic data on catalytic reactions, without requiring a direct comparison of rate

constants for a kinetic isotope effect.

The Rh-catalyzed addition of HD to methylacetamidoacry late gave two products, since H

or D can add to either position. Isotopic regioselectivity was observed, with the experimentally
determined ratio of the two products being 1.21:1, with D favoring the a position over the

methyl group (eq. 31). To assey the possibility that addition of HD to the metal was
H

yY

CHJ HD
w

Rh cat.
.*ycH3 + *ycH3 (34)

o ~H3 O ;H2D O

E = C02Me

regioselective,HD was reacted with [Ir(COD)(DIPHOS) ]+, (COD = 1,$cyclooctadiene) an Ir

complex closely related to these Rh complexes. No evidence for kinetic or thermodynamic

regioselectivity was observed in this oxidative addition of HD to Ir.( 103) Both of the two
specifically labeled Ir(H)(D) complexes (H or D trans to C=C or P) were independently

prepared; H/D exchange was not observed at –78 “C, but complete equilibration occurredat–18
“c.

The potential energy surface for hydrogenations catalyzed by the achiral model complex
[IW(PHS)Z]+ was studied by Landis and co-workers using nonlocal density functional

methods.( 105) Of four possible approaches of Hz to a square-planar, Rh(I) enamide complex
with low barriers to Hz addition, one had a calculated barrier to insertion substantially less than

the others. This study found no kinetic or equilibrium isotope effect for exchange of H or D

between the two sites in the Rh complex, corroborating the experimental results mentioned

above for addition of HD to the Ir complex [Ir(COD)(DIPHOS) ]+. The computational study
provided evidence that Rh(q2-Hz) complexes (not detected experimentally) were necessary

intermediates in the formation of the dihydrides. It was noted that these dihydrogen complexes
might represent “more than a shallow ‘pothole’ along the potential energy surface to oxidative

addition.”( 105)

Subsequent large-scale computations 102) were carried out on a Rh complex with a
“real” phosphine, (R,R-Me-DuPHOS),( 106) rather than the model phosphine (PH3) used in

earlier computations. If oxidative addition of H2 is turnover-limiting, then the isotope effect for
the minor pathway will be the product of the EIE for formation of the Rh(q2-H2) complex

(calculated EIE = 0.615) and the KIE for oxidative addition (calculated KIE = 2.575), for a

resultant calculated isotope effect of 1.584. Alternatively, if insertion of the C=C bond into the
Rh-H bond is turnover-limiting, the isotope effect will be the product of three factors: the EIE for
formation of the Rh(T12-HZ)complex (calculated EIE = 0.615, as above), the EIE for dihydride

formation (calculated EIE = 1.049) and the KIE for migratory insertion (calculated KIE = 1.561),

leading to a calculated overall isotope effect of 1.007. The experimentally determined isotope
effects cited above for related Rh systems, (kH2/kD2= 1.04 + 0.05)(103) and (kH2/kDz = 1.23 A

0.05)(104) tend to lie between the extremes of the computed values and thus do not definitively

distinguish between the potential turnover-limiting steps. The experimentally determined

isotopic regioselectivity results from reactions with HD were also between the limiting values
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calculated for the two turnover-limiting steps. The computations suggest similar barriers for

oxidative addition of Hz to Rh and insertion of C=C into the Rh-H bond. Since the computations

do not account for solvent effects, they may overestimate the barrier to insertion, which involves

solvent binding as indicated in Fig. 7. Consideration of all of the experimental and

computational data suggests that oxidative addition of Hz to Rh is turnover-limiting. Considering

the large amount of experimental and computational data on these reactions, it is clear that a

variety of isotopic methods were used to understand details of a reaction which shows a
negligible isotope effect for the overall reaction !

Kinetic Isotope Effects on Enantioselective Transfer Hydrogenation. Traditional
hydrogenations catalyzed by metal complexes use Hz gas, but an alternative method is transfer

hydrogenations, in which the source of hydrogen is isopropanol( 107) or formic acid. Leitner,

Brown and Brunner studied the mechanism of the rhodium-catalyzed enantioselective transfer
hydrogenation of ct,~-unsaturated carboxylic acids, in which formic acidhriethylamine is used as

the hydrogen source.(1 08) Use of DCOZD instead of HCOZH for the hydrogenation of the C=C

bond of itaconic acid gave a kinetic isotope effect of k&D = 3.1 + 0.1 at 32 “C. This indicates

that cleavage of the C-H bond of formic acid is involved in (or before) the rate-determining step,

and that hydrogenation is fast compared to formic acid decomposition. The isotope effect was
interpreted in terms of formation of a rhodium dihydride that is identical (or at least very similar

to) the one formed during hydrogenations using Hz.
Kinetic Isotope Effects on Hydrogenolysis Reactions. Hydrogenolysis involves reactions of

H2 with metal complexes in which a ligand is cleaved from the metal through the reaction with
H2. Hydrogenolysis of the alkyl group of (q5-C5Me5)2Th(CHzCMeJ)(OCMe3) by H2/Dz to give

neopentane and a thorium hydride was studied by Lin and Marks. The kinetic isotope effect of
k@cD2 = 2.5 was interpreted to indicate a transition state where H-H bond cleavage was rate-

limiting. (109) The proposal that the metal-carbon bond cleavage involved a four-center polar
transition state was supported by the solvent dependence, in which the hydrogenolysis was about
three times faster in THF than toluene. A four-center transition state was also proposed for an
earlier study of the hydrogenolysis of n-octyllithium, which gives LiH and octane.( 11O)

Proton Transfer Reactions. Proton Transfer TO Metal Complexes. Use of deuterium labels
in protonation of metal complexes has provided an abundance of detailed mechanistic

information. The predominant isotopomer of [Cp*2WH@)]+ produced from reaction of
Cp*2WH2 with D+ is the one with D in the central rather than lateralposition.(111 ) This resuks

from charge control rather than orbital control, since there is no occupied metal-based orbital in

/H + ~+ ‘1 1
+

/H
cp*2

T
Cp*2 D

T
(35)

H H
L J

the central position. The initial site of protonation is not directly at the metal center, but rather

protonation at the M-H bond. Stopped-flow kinetics studies on the Cp analog, CpzWHz, gave
iiu-ther confirmation that the initial site of protonation was at the M-H bond to give the
intermediate dihydrogen complex [Cp2W(H)(T12-H2)]+ which converted on a slower timescale

(seconds) to the trihydride complex [CpzW(H)g]+.(96) The protonation reaction exhibits an
inverse equilibrium isotope effect (KH/KD = 0.39), meaning addition of D+ is favored over
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addition of H+. Conversion of the dihydrogen-hydride complex to the trihydride has an inverse

isotope effect for the kinetics in the forward direction (k@m = 0.43) and an inverse EIE (KH/KD

= 0.20)
Very large kinetic isotope effects are found upon protonation of some bimetallic and

metal cluster complexes. Knight and Mays reported kH+AD+values of about 16 for protonation
of a series of trimetallic clusters by aqueous acid. (Table 6).(112) pribich and Rosenberg used
low-temperature NMR to determine the kinetic isotope effects on protonation of [MCo3(CO)1z]-

Table 6. Kinetic Isotope Effects on Protonation of Metal Complexes by H+(D+)(l 12)

Complex to be protonated kH+/kD+

FeCo3(CO)lz- 16.8+ 1.0

RuCos(CO)lz- 15.4+ 1.0

@Cos(CO)lz- 16.2+ 1.0

Oss(CO)lz 11*2

[CpFe(CO)z]z 7+1

(M= Fe, Ru, 0s) by FSO SH (FSOSD).(1 13) Initial protonation at oxygen gives a protonated
bridging carbonyl complex, (I.L-H)(w-COH)RUS(CO) 1O,which was characterized by lH NMR at
–80 “C; oxygen-to-metal proton transfer in this complex produces the final product, (H)(y-

H)RU3(CO)11, containing one bridging and one terminally bo~d metal hydride. A 10wer limit Of
kHi-/kD+= 47 at -40 ‘C was estimated( 113) for the intramolecuhr proton transfer from oxygen to
the metal core, and it was further suggested that similar initial protonation of a carbonyl Iigand,

followed by rate-detexmining proton transfer, would explain the very high kinetic isotope effects

found by Knight and Mays. The very large kinetic isotope effects observed in these cases are

indicative of tunneling. The likelihood of tunneling is often enhanced when there is minimal

distortion in geometry in going from the ground state to the transition state, so the facile

fluxionality often found in metal cluster rearrangements could contribute to the viability of this

pathway.

Casey and co-workers found extremely large kinetic isotope effects (kH/kD = 105 +20 at
–38 “C) for the acid-catalyzed (CFS COzH/CFsCOzD) isomerization of
mms-[CpFe(CO)]2(p-CO)(~-CHz) to an equilibrium cis/trans mixture.(1 14) Isotope effects of

this magnitude are again strongly suggestive of tunneling. Protonation at iron was favored as a
mechanistic pathway, rather than initial reversible protonation at a bridging carbonyl and

subsequent protonation at the metal. It was noted that the protonated complex should be more

prone to bridge opening and rotation, leading to the observed isomerization. Large kinetic
isotope effects were also found in other reactions where protonation at the metal can occur;

Whitesides and Nielan reported a k@D of about 27 for acid-catalyzed (CF3C@H/CFsCOzD) cis
to trans isomerization of a substituted diene ligand of an (q4-diene)Fe(CO)s complex, and rate-

determining protonation at Fe was suggested.(1 15)
Electrophilic cleavage reactions of metal alkyl complexes by acid have been shown to

exhibit large kinetic isotope effects. Cleavage of the Fe-c bond of p-FC&&HzFe(CO)zCp by
CFSCOZWCFSCOZD gaVe an iSOtOpe effeCt Of kH/kD = 15-20.(1
interpreted as evidence for protonation at the metal followed by

16) These results were
reductive elimination of
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● FC6HACHS. A similar result (kH/kD ~ 20) was found for acid-induced CleaVage of the Mn-C bond

ofp-BrcbmMn(CO)S.(1 17)

An experimentally cogent point is that for large isotope effects, the large difference in

rate constants for reactions by H and D means that more uncertainty will be introduced by small

amounts of H impurity in the deuterated acid or other reagent. This will tend to underestimate

the magnitude of the KIE, since the apparent rate constant for the D reaction is enhanced by the

H impurity.

Proton Transfer Reactions. Proton Transfer FROM Metal Complexes. In contrast to the

reactions discussed above where protons were transferred to a metal from an acid, many
reactions of importance involve a proton being transferred~rom a metal complex. Most relevant

to homogeneous catalysis are examples where the acid is a metal hydride or dihydrogen
complex. Norton and co-workers reported proton transfer self-exchange reactions between metal

hydrides and their conjugate bases, the metal anions (eq. 36; M = Cr, Mo, W)(I 18). Studies of

self-exchange reactions are especially powerfbl since the
[Cp(CO)3M]- + Cp(CO)sMH + Cp(CO)sMH + [Cp(CO)3M]- (36)

kinetics reveal information about the barrier to reaction in the absence of a thermodynamic

driving force. Such self-exchange reactions have identical products and starting materials
(except for the presence of an isotope label in most cases). It is thought that in this case the

transition state is linear, and linear transition states usually result in larger isotope effects than
non-linear transition states.(2) Adapting eq. 2 to determine the maximum KIE expected from

rupture of an M-HIM-D bond gives eq. 37. Substitution of the observed stretching frequencies

k~

{

hc
—=exp — (;~~ - v~)
k~ 2k~T

}

(37)

for the M-H bonds leads to predicted values of kH/kD = 3.39 for HCr(CO)3Cp, 3.38 for
HMo(CO)3Cp, and 3.53 for HW(CO)3Cp. The experimentally determined kinetic isotope effects

on prOtOII tranSfer self-exchange for eq. 33 are kH/kD = 3.6 + ().2 for HCr(CO)3Cp and kH/kD =
3.7 + 0.2 for both HMo(CO)3Cp and HW(CO)3Cp, in excellent agreement with the maximum
predicted values.

Kinetic isotope effects have been measured for proton transfers horn metal hydrides to -

amine bases.(1 19) A KIE of kH/kD = 4.2 at 25 ‘C for proton transfer HW(CO)sCp to aniline was
reported, and it was noted that this value is surprisingly large since the reaction is

thermodynamically unfavorable by 5.5 pKa units. Oxidation of metal hydrides by one electron
gives radical cations, which in some cases are sufficiently long-lived for kinetic andlor

spectroscopic measurements. The ruthenium radical cation CpRu(PPhs)zH+ can be generated

electrochemically, and the rate constant for protonation of amines was measured. For proton
transfer to pyrrolidine at 20 ‘C, k@D =2.7. This reaction is thought to be approximately

thermoneutral, but its kinetic isotope effect is lower than that observed for self-exchange
reactions that are inherently thermoneutral.

Deprotonation of the cationic metal hydride HMo(CO)z(dppe)z+ (dppe =
PhzPCHzCH2PPh2) by pyridine is thermodynamically favorable but kinetically slow. The rate of
deprotonation is accelerated by at least two orders of magnitude by addition of halide anions,
which functioned as kinetically active proton carriers. Kinetic isotope effects determined for
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deprotonation of DMo(CO)z(dppe)z+ (vs. HMo(CO)z(dppe)z+) by anions were kHikD = 2.30 for
.

Cl- and kH/kD = 1.86 for Br-.(120)

Hydrogen Atom Transfer Reactions. Hydrogen atom transfer from metal hydrides is a

fi,mdamental reaction pathway that is pertinent to certain hydrogenation and hydroforrnylation

mechanisms. Isotope effects have been particular y beneficial in interpretation of mechanistic

studies of the hydrogenation of C=C bonds proceeding by radical mechanisms. A classic study

by Sweany and Halpern published in 1977 provided conclusive evidence that hydrogenation of
cz-methylstyrene proceeded through a radical pathway involving hydrogen atom transfers from

metal hydrides (Figure 8).( 121) Particularly definitive in this and related studies is the inverse

isotope effect observed in the kinetics. For the hydrogenation of ct-methylstyrene by HMn(CO)s

Ph k, . .

4
+ HMn(CO)5 ~ z F’Ph

Mn(CO)5

CH3 k -, CH3
CH3

(cagedradicalpair)

1
LsCqC

. Y /p’ HMn(CO)5 “
.

Mn(CO)5 +
~H(\cH3 — ~H3/ ~ph

+ Mn(CO)5

CH3

free radicals

. .
Mn(CO)5 + Mn(CO)5 — (CO)5MrMn(CO)5

Figure 8

(vs. DMn(CO)s) shown in Fig. 8, k@D = 0.4 at 65 “C. Subsequent studies on hydrogenation of

substituted styrenes and dienes by several metal hydrides showed that inverse isotope effects are

characteristically observed for these types of hydrogenation reaction (Table 7). The first four
examples (hydrogenation of a-methylstyrene by different metal hydrides) illustrate another

valuable aspect of studies of isotope effects. Mechanistically related reactions such as these can
exhibit similar isotope effects, even though the rate constants differ greatly, as evidenced by the

100° range of temperatures shown in the Table. This because stretching frequencies appear in
the equation for KIEs, but the activation barrier does not. The possibility of inverse kinetic

isotope effects was predicted by Bigeleisen in his original 1949 paper on the theory of kinetic
isotope effects.( 130) Melander has given an illuminating discussion of the effect of transition

state asymmetry on isotope effects, and he stated that “a very product-like transition state could
give rise to an inverse kinetic isotope effect provided that the equilibrium effect is sufficiently

strong and in the proper direction. In general, this would require that a strongly endothermic

reaction leads to a product in which the frequencies concerned with the atom transferred are
higher than those of thereactant.’’(l31)
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. Table 7. Kinetic Isotope Effects in Hydrogenation of Unsaturated Substrates by Hydrogen
Atom Transfers

Substrate Metal Hydride Major Product kMH/kMD T Ref.

(“c)

4:3
HMn(CO)5

> Ph 0.4 65 (121)

+:3
HMo(CO)sCp

> Ph 0.48 65 (122)

+:3
HW(CO)sCp

> Ph 0.65 100 ( 122)

4:3
HCO(CO)4

> Ph 0.68 0 (123)

-’h HCO(CO)4 PhCH2CH3 0.45 0 ( 124)
‘h

%
HMn(CO)s P

w
0.4 25 (125)

Ph

%’
HW(CO)sCp

‘hx + ‘k 0“55
100 (126)

CHj

%

HCr(CO)3Cp ~+k 0.45 68 ( 126)

4/
HFe(CO)gSiCls

k
0.71 20 (127)—

Fe(CO)@Clq

d/
HMn(CO)s

k
0.57 55 (128)—

Mn(CO)~

H x
HFe(CO)2Cp . 0.86 21 (129)

Fe(CO)2Cp

These criteria appear to be fulfilled by the initial hydrogen atom transfer from metal
hydrides to C=C bonds. While the M–H bond being cleaved (BDE s 60-70 kcal mol-1)(8) is

weaker than the C–H bond being forme~ the reaction is nevertheless endothermic since the C=C

bond of the starting material is converted to a C-C bond in the carbon-centered radical. The
enthalpy of the initial hydrogen atom transfer horn metal hydrides to u-methylstyrene has been

evaluated(l 32) using thermochemical data; for the example shown in Fig. 8 with HMn(CO)S, AH
= 22 kcal mol-l. Thus the initial hydrogen atom transfer is endothermic, and fi,uthermore the
stretching frequency of the bond being formed [v(C-H) = 3000 cm-l] is much higher &an that of

the bond being cleaved [v(M-H) x 1800 cm-l]. It is therefore possible that these inverse isotope

effects are due to an inverse kinetic isotope effect on an elementary hydrogen atom transfer

reaction. The late transition state would involve a significant amount of C-H bond formation.
Although this interpretation is plausible and had been anticipated by theory, the

reversibility of the hydrogen atom transfer requires consideration of an alternative explanation
involving equilibrium isotope effects. As indicated in Fig. 8, the initial hydrogen atom transfer
produces a caged radical pair. In several studies listed in Table 4, the reversibility of the
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hydrogen atom transfer was demonstrated by H/D exchange, through formation of M-H from
reactions starting with M-D as well as the corresponding accumulation of D in the methyl group
of ct-methylstyrene. Jacobsen and Bergman studied details of the hydrogen atom transfer from

DMo(CO)3Cp to the binuclear cobalt vinylidene complex shown in eq. 38, which has k~lk~ =

0.70 at 60 ‘C.( 133) H/D isotope exchange was fast at 40 ‘C, and was found to occur at least

Acp(m)c~co(co)cp + HMO(CO)3CP—

(38)

x

CH3

+ CqMo cluster
cp(co)co— Co(co)cp

100 times faster than product formation. Since the reverse hydrogen atom transfer (carbon-to-

metal in this case; analogous to k-l in Fig. 8) occurs in a cage, limitations on rate constants

imposed by diffision control (often important in bimolecular reactions) are not applicable, since

the radical pair is already assembled in close proximity for reaction. It was estimated that this
reverse hydrogen atom transfer could occur with rate constants as large as 1013- 1014 see-1,

which is comparable to the timescale of a molecular vibration.

For this thoroughly studied case, the inverse isotope effect obsemed in the kinetics owes
its origin to an inverse equilibrium isotope effect, as a consequence of the higher equilibrium
constant for generation of the radical pair with D than with H.( 133) This does not require that

the KIE on the elementary step of metal-to-carbon hydrogen atom transfer be inverse. The

hydrogen atom transfer equilibrium is actually established in this case (corresponding to k-l >

b.% for the rate constants in Fig. 8), but whether or not the equilibrium is actually established
is not easy to determine experimentally. It is generally difficult to confidently ascertain whether

isotope effects in cases like those listed in Table 7 are controlled by an inverse kinetic isotope
effect on an elementary step (AG$D > AG$H), or by a higher equilibrium constant for the

deuterated isotope, resulting in an inverse EIE (AGD > AGH). Fortunately, despite these nuances
of interpretation, the recognition that an inverse isotope effect is frequently observed in hydrogen
atom transfers ftom metal hydrides to substituted styrenes, dienes, and related substrates remains
a valuable kinetic probe in mechanistic studies.

Orchin and co-workers studied the hydrogenation of the C=C bonds of a series of

substituted fluorenylidenes that proceed by sequential hydrogen atom transfers from HCO(CO)4

or HMn(CO)5.( 134) A progression of isotope effects from inverse to normal was found, as
shown in Table 8 for hydrogenations by HCO(CO)4. While the inverse isotope effect found for

ethylidenefluorene is comparable to others listed in Table 7, the normal isotope effect found
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Table 8

Hydrogenation by HCO(CO)d k@~

for bifluorenylidene was suggested to be due to the hydrogen atom transfer to bifluorenylidene

being less endothermic by comparison. The ground state structure of bifluorenylidene has a
considerable amount of twist, resulting in some radical character in the ground state. It was

suggested that the normal isotope effect results from a relative ground state destabilization of
bifluorenylidene, leading to a transition state that resembles starting materials (e.g., less C–H .

formation) more than in the other cases.

The product-forming step in these radical hydrogenations (Table 7) involves an
exothermic hydrogen atom transfer from a metal hydride to a carbon-centered radical. Since this

second hydrogen atom transfer occurs afler the rate-limiting step, isotope effects on it cannot be

directly measured. Use of a radical rearrangement enabled the determination of KIEs for
hydrogen atom transfer from HW(CO)3Cp to two carbon-centered radicals to be

determined.(126) The mechanism is analogous to that established above, and the overall

Ph kl .

%
?-L

.Phkzp
+MHe M+

%–

—_
.

k .1 k .2

Ik3 MH IkIMH

~ ‘L

Figure 9

reaction has an inverse isotope effect (IcHAD= 0.55 + 0.1 at 100 ‘C). Since the initially formed
tertiary carbon-centered radical undergoes first-order rearrangement in competition with second-
order trapping by metal hydride, the product ratio varies with metal hydride concentration,

producing more of the unrearranged product at higher concentrations of metal hydride. Kinetic

. . .
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isotope effects at 100 “C from HW(CO)3CP (vs. DW(CO)JCP) showed k#kD = 2.2 + 0.2 at 100

‘C for the kJ step of Fig. 9, and kH/kD = 1.8 + 0.3 for the b step of Fig. 9.(126) These were

interpreted as evidence for an early transition state for this exothermic reaction.
Norton and co-workers used stopped-flow methods to determine kinetic isotope effects

for hydrogen atom transfer horn metal hydrides to a substituted trityl cation (eq. 36).(135) For
hydrogen atom transfer from HMn(CO)@Mn(CO)5, kr-r/kD= 3.18 at 25 “C. The temperature

dependence of the KIE was evaluated over a 1000 range, and the difference in Arrhenius

(++—\/ c“ (-—+MH— // C—H + M* (39)

3 3
activation energies was E~D– E,H = 0.86(7) kcal mol-l. There is thus no evidence for tunneling,

since this difference in activation energies is not substantially higher than the 0.7 kcal mol- 1
>:rc–—-—._ :——–—-—-:—.auumsncx In zero-ponn energies Of the H-Mn arid D-Mn Ix@ (e-q. 40; h’ = Avogadro’s-—-——---

number). A larger KIE was determined for hydrogen atom transfer from the osmium complex

@)20s(co)4@)20s(co)4 to the substituted Irityl radical (k I-I/kI)= 4.3 at 25 “C). It was
-.,. -,.”aa +1..+“--a ,.C+l.n .-.. A.. c-. +h. L:ma.-. VTE -L......OA :... +l.m n. .a- . ...aa 4- +l..fiRx- ..-.
~LU~UW=U U1dL 5U111G WI UIG lGcLSU1l lU1 UIG lll&lGL lMU. UU3G1 VGU 111 UIG V- VU1ll~CU=U LU UIG lVIII bcl>C

was that the latter had a more symmetric transition state. The largest isotope effect is expected

when the transition state is thermoneutral and symmetric.(1 36) In consideration of the effect of

increasing the reactivity of a reagent that abstracts hydrogen, Melander and Saunders stated that

the “transition state will change from product-like to symmetric to reactant-like, so that the
l.. rA.,-.na”;.n+r..naaffen+ ..,:11 ;mm..a.’-a +,-. . -.”; W.,,- .+ *L- ..,rnmat.:fi +*. m.; t;n” .t”t.a “-A thavl
UYUI U~LAL l>ULU~Q ULIQQL W Ill llLQL L4?OU LU Cl lllGALLllulll CLL UIQ Dy llllLIQLl IU LLUllOILIUll OLULW CLllU ULQLl

decrease.’’ Based on an estimated BDE of about 81 kcal mol-l for the C-H bond being
formed in eq. 36, the 0s reaction is approximately thermoneutral, in comparison to the

substantially exothermic hydrogen atom transfer from HMn(CO)s (Mn-H BDE -68 kcal mol-’).
Hydrogen atom transfer from metal to oxygen was studied by Bakac in aqueous solution

using the rhodium hydride complexes L(I-IzO)RM32+(L = the macrocyclic ligand [14]aneNq). In
the presence of 02, hydrogen atom transfer from L(HzO)RhH2+ to the aquachromyl ion,

Cfl,~02+, leads to CrW3+and LRh002+ with a KIE of kH/kD = 5.4 being found from use of the
Rh deuteride.(137) No solvent isotope effect was found: k#kDzo = 1. Hydrogen atom transfer

to the chromium superoxo complex CrW002+ gave Cr,~OO_ with an even larger HE of k~D

= 7.6.(138) This large KIE is suggestive of some quantum mechanical tumeling. Steric effects

on the atom transfer rate are minimal due to three atoms (H*coO-0) in the transition state
keeping the metals apart.

Gardner and Mayer examined oxidations of hydrocarbons by MnOA-, and concluded that
hydride transfer occurs in water, but that a hydrogen atom transfer pathway is operative in
+r.1,,--c.(1 20\ ‘l%mr Cn., mrl L-./L- z ~.~ ~~ ~~ “F ffi. .aor.t;ATs nf trilt]cmza (.,.
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MnOQ-, and attributed this to hydrogen atom transfer from a CH bond of the methyl group to an
oxygen atom of MnOA-.

Gridnev and co-workers studied chain transfer catalysis of methyl methacrylate catalyzed
by a cobalt porphyrin complex. In experiments with methyl methacrylate (vs. deuterated
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monomer), an isotope effect of about 3.5 was found, indicating that hydrogen atom transfer

occurs in the rate-limiting step of the polymerization.( 140)

Hoff and co-workers discovered an unusual hydrogen atom transfer from a metal hydride

to “NO. A kH/kD = 1.7 + 0.2 was determined for reaction of cNO with HCr(CO)sCp* (vs.
DCr(CO)sCp*).(141) Since an inverse EIE was presumed [based on v(H-NO) > v(H-Cr)], and

this normal KIE was interpreted as evidence for an early transition state.

Hydride Transfer Reactions. Darensbourg and co-workers carried out extensive studies on

anionic metal carbonyl hydrides and demonstrated their utility as reducing agents for a variety of

organic reactions.( 142) Reduction of n -BuBr to butane was about twice as fast using
DW(CO)qP(OMe)3- as with HW(CO)AP(OMe)s-.( 143) Facile H/D exchange of the metal
hydldes with C.H30D Q~ll~o ]ed tQ rn.eta!de@eri&s that fiJnctiQned ~~ D- transfer rf$age~~~for

conversion of acyl halides to deuterium-labeled aldehydes, or for reduction of alkyl bromides to

specifically D-iabeied aiiianes.(i44j

The rate constants for hydride transfer from a series of transition metal hydrides to Ph3C+

(eq. 41) was found to be dependent on the metal as well as on the steric and electronic effects
k~.

Ph3C+ BF4- + MH — Ph3C—H + M —F-BF3 (41)

of the li~and: rate constants of the kinetic hydricity soanned a range of greater than 106,(145)-.=..-–—,–...– –r -_–-

The kinetic isotope effects were determined for a series of M-H/M-D pairs. (146) Three Mo
I-_.>..:>_-rn—xs-fnnx TV n—*xn_/nn\ TT --- 3 . ..–.. – n—xr-xfinl /nn_. \TT7 .- II LC3 1. n-
IlyUIIUCS Lt431VlW(LW)3m, Up”” 1V1(J(UW)311, iiIIU 1~~~-GplV10(CU)2(rVy3)~J dll IldU KH/KD = ~ .7 -

1.8. Tungsten hydrides with substituted Cp ligands had isotope effects that varied with the rate

constants for hydride, with the largest value (kH/kD = 1.8) being the same as that observed for the

Mo hydrides.

Table 9. Kinetic Isotope Effects For Hydride Transfer from Tungsten Hydrides with
Substituted Cyclopentadienyl Ligands to PhsC+ BF4 - (25 “C).

Metal Hydride (Deuteride) kH/kD

(CsH4COzMe)(CO)sWH 0.47
(C5HS)(CO)3WH 0.92
(CsH.4Me)(CO)sWH 1.4

(C5Mes)(CO)3WH 1.7

(1.ndenyl)(CO)sWH 1.8

transfer. The ‘tungsten hydride with the largest rate constant for hydride transfer,
(Indenyl)(CO)3WH, had the largest KIE (kH/k~ = 1.8). Tungsten hydrides with progressively
less electron-donating ligands had lower rate constants and lower KIEs. An inverse kinetic

isotope effect (lcH/kD= 0.47) was determined for the metal hydride that was slowest at hydride

transfer, (CsH4COzMe)(CO)JWH. As found for other cases discussed here, the force constants
for stretching (and bending) of the C-H bond being formed is much higher than the force
constants for the M-H bond being ruptured. Figure 9 qualitatively illustrates the differences in
---- —-:-4 ----—. --.-..--:L1- c-.. AL- :-. .,---- Vln
/2G1 U-~UlllL GIIGl~y lG>~UllMUIG lU1 LUG 111VG13G Nli.

1-1... ,...--.. +:.. .:- :...4:/.. +-. th. + ---- A...-
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one isotonically sensitive mode may be involved, so it is the cumulative effect of these that will
determine the isotope effect. For the case of an inverse isotope effect, ACWCD> AMWMD, so that

AG$H > AG$D. The progressively decreasing values of kH/kD were interpreted in terms of
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increasingly stronger force constants for isotonically sensitive modes of the transition state, as

the reaction progresses to lower rate constants for the less electron-rich ligands. This could be
due to correspondingly larger amounts of C-H bond formation (and more M-H bond cleavage) in

the transition state. This interpretation is not definitively proven by the data, however. Model
calculations have shown that for non-linear transition states, the magnitude of the isotope effect

may not be strongly dependent on the extent of hydrogen transfer in the transition state. (147)
Insertions Into Metal Hydrogen Bonds. The insertion of unsaturated organic molecules into

the M-H bond of a metal hydride is a required step in many homogeneously catalyzed reactions.

Insertion of the C=C bonds of alkenes into M-H(D) bonds is important in hydrogenation and

hydroformylation reactions. In cases where the insertion step is amenable to study, small KIEs
(kI.I/k~ = 1.1- 1.2) were found.(148, 149)

Moloy and Marks reported isotope effects on the formation of metal formyl complexes
from reaction of CO with thorium complexes (eq. 42)(150) and found an EIE (Th-H vs. Th-D) of

H kl
cp*2~’ + co~

IOR k -1

“. o-”

II
Cp*2~C—H

\
OR

(42)

R = 0CH(CMe3)2,OCD(CMe3)2
KH/KD = 0.31 at –78 ‘C. The Th-H stretching mode [v(Th-H) = 1355 cm-*] has a much lower

frequency than the stretching frequency of the C-H bond being formed. The KIEs of insertion of
CO (kH/kD = 2.8 for kl eq. 42) and its reverse reaction (kH/lcD= 4.1 for lcl) were determined at
–58 ‘C. Both of these KIEs were normal, providing another example where an inverse EIE
results from normal KIEs for the forward and reverse reaction, with the reverse KIE having a
larger magnitude.
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The insertion of C02 into the Re-H bond of ~ac-HRe(CO)s(bipy) gives

jiac-Re(CO)3(bipy)OC(0)H.( 151) There was a large solvent dependence on this reaction, with

the rate constants increasing with the dielectric constant of the solvent (e.g., over 200 times faster

in acetonitrile vs. THF). Comparison of rate constants for Re-H~e-D showed an inverse KIE

for the insertion reaction (kH/kD = 0.58 + 0.03 in THF; kH/kD = 0.52 + 0.05 in acetonitrile). A

highly polar transition state was proposed, in which hydride transfer occurs from the metal to

carbon. The kinetics of extrusion of COZ from - a metal formate complex,

Cp(NO)(PPhj)ReOC( 0)H, were studied at 112 ‘C.( 152) The KIE of this decarboxylation

reaction was kH/kD = 1.55 + 0.19.

The KIE for the osmium to nitrogen transfer of hydrogen shown in eq. 43(153) was

temperature-dependent, ranging fiOm kH/kD = 27 * 3 at 32 “C to 4.2 + 0.4 at 70 ‘C. Further

evidence for tunneling was obtained from the temperature dependence of the Arrhenius
(y),

(CO)4
OR

/\f
(cqr<”

/\
H, ,R

k@~ = 27
v (43)

OS(CO)3 —,C0,30<70S(C0,3

H
parameters, in which the E.D (30.6 kcal mol-l) was about 8 kcal mol-] larger than E,H (22.6 kcal

mol-l).

In contrast to the spectacularly large kinetic isotope effects found above for metal
clusters, Rosenberg and co-workers reported detailed studies of hydride mobility on Ru and 0s

clusters and found small isotope effects (kH/kD = 1.4- 2.0) for several dynamical processes that
could be studied by low-temperature lH and 13C NMR.(1 54) Among the processes showing

KIEs in this relatively narrow range were migrations of hydrides on the face of the trinuclear
cluster (e.g., conversion between a bridging hydride and a terminal hydride), often in connection

with mobility of hydrocarbon Iigands on the clusters.

Secondary Isotope Effects on Oxidative Additions. Primary isotope effects, where the bond

being broken affects the rate constan~ are most commonly studied, but secondary isotope effects

have been studied for some reactions pertinent to homogeneous catalysis. In the addition of Hz
to the Ir in CpzTa(~-CHz)zIr(CO)(PPhs), the inverse EIE of 0.54 reported in Table 1 iS ac~allY a

composite isotope effect incorporating the effect of Hz vs. Dz addition to the metal, but
additionally including the effect of the bridging ligand being CHZ vs. CDZ. Since rapid H~
exchange occurs between the H2/D2 and CH2/CD2, measurement of H2 to the ‘Ta(CD2)zIr

complex could not be determined. Isotope effects were also informative in understanding
mechanistic details of the reactions of the closely related complex, CpzTa(u-CHz)zIr(CO)z,

which is a homogeneous catalyst for hydrogenation and hydrosilation of ethylene.(1 55, 156)
NMR measurements showed that the oxidative addition of HSiEts/DSiEts to
CpzTa(~-CHz)dr(CO)z had an inverse EIE (KH~D = 0.5s(4) at O ‘C.) This again iS a comPosite

of primary and secondary isotope effects due to fast exchange under conditions used in these
NMR experiments. Use of UV-vis spectroscopy to measure the rate of this reaction enabled
separate measurements to distinguish the primary vs. secondary effects. The primary kinetic

.
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isotope effect on addition of HSiEtJDSiEts to CpzTa(~-CHz)zIr(CO)z was kH/’kD= 1.13; the
same value was obtained from independent measurements on addition of HSiEt#DSi Et~ to

,? ,? ~ .SiFt/ \ /co ~f / \ ,/.-2.3

CP’T<7KCG ‘ ‘siEt3 y cp2Tm~\ -
(44)

\c/ r \c/ I m

Hz Hz C
o

/ \ ( \

Primary Effects

J

Secondary Effects

.U.si y~. D.si .H-$i + Ta( CH.),Ir vs. Ta(CD. )Jr, —–—”z— ,——z,z– ~
+ ‘1

Km =0,78 (calculated) Km = 0.70 (calculated)

kHf/k~f= 1.13 k~f I kDf =0.875

kHr/ k~r = 1.45 k~rl kDr= 1.25

CpzTa(~-CDz)zIr(CO)z. The secondary isotope effect was determined in this system by

comparing the rate constants for addition of HS iEts to Cpz Ta(~-CHz)zIr(CO)z vs.
CpzTa(p-CDz)zIr(CO)z. This secondary isotope effect occurs due to changing H or D in the

bridging methylene, rather than isotopic changes to the H-Si bond being cleaved. These
measurements showed an inverse secondary isotope effect of k@D = 0.874 * 0.032. Since there
are four deuteriums in CpzTa(~-CD&Ir(CO)z, the effect due to each deuterium is (0.874)1’4 =
A nc~ I%- -CC--- -C A -...---&:-- . . .L - L2 J_:-- —AL-l--,. :. ._ ---..: .1- - .—..11 .---l ---d-- -
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the rate constant for reaction with HSiEts. The normal KIE on the oxidative addition is small, but

its magnitude is about equal (but opposite direction) to that of the secondary kinetic isotope

effect. Estimates of the primary and secondary contributions to the EIE were calculated horn IR
bands of the Ir-H and Si-H bonds, with the assumption that Km(total) = KHID(primary)
v A . .L----- :- ,.m 20 L,.+L ..A- AI L..+:--- . .. :-,.-.-A c... +Lfi Em
n~(S&Oiid~~y’). f%~ WIU WL1 111 G~. -J 7, UUU1 bUll LL1UUL1U113 al G 111VG1 SC J.U1 UIG JilL.
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EIE, together with a small KIE on the forward reaction, then requires that the KIE on the reverse

reaction be normal and of higher magnitude. The secondary KIE was also studied for oxidative
addition of CHSI vs. CDJ to Cp2Ta(~-CH2)21r(CO)2, which gives Cp2Ta(~-CH2)zIr(CO)2(CHs(I).

This KIE was also inverse, but with a larger magnitude: kH/kD = 0.752 + 0.018, corresponding to

an effkct of 0.931 per D. Several explanations were considered to account for the ongin of these

secondary isotope effects; inductive effects were favored as a more likely explanation than
hyperconjugation, hybridization changes or steric differences. The inductive effect is due to
deuterium being a better electron donor than hydrogen. We shall encounter such inductive

effects below in the discussion of isotope effects and the bindinglactivation of olefins.

Isotope Effects in Catalysis Involving A1kenes. Alkene binding and activation, like Hz binding
and activation, is fundamental to homogeneous catalysis. And while countless transition metal
complexes bind olefins (eq. 45), some also fictionalize them in useful ways. Many of the
important discoveries, concepts and processes involving metal-olefin complexes have been

tested and verified to some extent using isotope effects.
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sp2 hybridhed carbons sp3-like hybridized carbons

Secondary deuterium isotope effects for binding constants were first observed in the

1950’s and much of the literature prior to 1972 was reviewedbyHartley.(157) Such secondary

effects (wherein attack or binding occurs at the C=C double bond) are usually inverse (deuterated

olefins are bound better or react faster) and supporting theoretical treatments have implicated
changes in zero-point energies (specifically for out-of-plane bending frequencies) as the olefin

carbons rehybridize from sp2 to sp3 as the underlying cause of these observed inverse
effects;( 158) this interpretation is essentially the same one introduced by Streitwieser for a-

secondary deuterium kinetic isotope effects at sp3 carbons for solvolyses of cyclopentyl
tosylates.(159)

Other possible causes of inverse equilibrium isotope effects for alkene binding may be
steric and inductive (electronic). Because the mean vibrational amplitude of a CD bond is

less than that for a CH bond, deuterium is a “smaller” carbon substituent. A carbon atom bonded
to deuterium has been considered to be more electropositive (electron-releasing) than a carbon

bonded to protium –“D is a better donor than H;” such inductive isotope effects were introduced
by Halevi.(160) Because the average C-H bond distance is longer than the average C-D bond

distance, the average electron distribution is somewhat different for the two isotopic bonds, and

this may lead to slightly different electrostatic interactions for isotopic bonds. And while these

treatments use concepts more familiar to organic chemists than the notion of zero-point energies,
both treatments are consistent with the original Bigeleisen-Mayer theory.

Equilibrium Isotope Effects for the Binding of Olefms. Cvetanovic and others observed
isotope effects on the retention times of C2H4 and C2D4 and other simple olefins when passed

through ethylene glycol solutions of AgN03 on a stationary GLC support;(l 61 ) they interpreted

their results as an EIE for those alkenes binding to Ag(I) and established that binding is favored
for C2D4 (e. g., KI-I/KL)for binding= 0.89 at 25 ‘C.) The EIEs were attributed to an increase in

the out-of-plane bending force constant upon binding, a conclusion that paralleled the

explanation of the origin of secondary deutenum isotope effects for organic systems.(1 59) Both
a- and @secondary effects were distinguished and discussed.

Jung and coworkers attempted to quanti~ the origin(s) of inverse EIEs for ethylene
binding to Ag(I) complexes and carried out normal coordinate vibrational analyses of

Ag+(C&) and Ag+(C2H3D) complexes.(1 62) They measured EIEs for ethylene and mono-

deuterated ethylene binding to Ag(I) impregnated GC columns and compared the experimental
value to the EIE calculated fi-om the Bigeleisen equation. They concluded that the EIE arose

fkom ZPE changes for several modes, some of which contributed inverse factors and some of

which contributed normal. No single dominant contribution was identified.
More recently, Jung and coworkers examined the EIE for the binding of C2H4 and

CZH3D to Rh(I) complexes bound to a stationary GC chromatography support.( 163) The

experimentally observed EIE was compared to the EIE calculated tiom vibrational frequencies
obtained fi-om normal coordinate analyses of IM(CZH4) and RII(CZH.3D) complexes. Reasonable
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agreement was found between calculated and experimental EIEs, and the authors concluded that
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Strausz et al. challenged 164) the idea that secondary deuterium isotope effects for
simple additions to olefins arise from changes in out-of-plane bending motions (i.e.,

rehybridization), an idea having widespread currency in organic chemistry.( 165) They ana!yzed

the secondary deuterium KIE for the addition of ground state sulfiu atoms S(3P) to a 50/so
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inverse KIE of 0.877 – a result consistent with the general notion that deuterium favors sp3
hybridization in the transition state. Strausz and coworkers compared the experimental KIE to

that calculated from the fill Bigeleisen equation using various transition-state vibrational

models. The authors argued that the observed KIE arose not from force constant changes from

any particular mode, but rather from an increase in the number of isotonically sensitive normal
modes when ethylene encounters sulfur in the transition state.

Bender used analogous reasoning in his analysis of an equilibrium isotope effect for the
reversible binding of C2H4 and C2D4 to a dinuclear osmium cluster, He used gas phase IR to

directly measure the EIE in eq. 46.(49)
DC-D2

y? K~ I K~

(OC)dO~ Os(CO)g + C2H4 ~
~oc)4:~-:(co)4 , C2D4 (46)

The secondary deuterium EIE for the reversible binding of ethylene in eq. 46 is inverse:
~,,l~m = Q.7(~) ~? ~~ OC; the TCTE ffir dhx~l~n~ renlam=mpnt in th~ camp Ain~m9~~Cle&J~2ne
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system has been measured and discussed.( 166) Previously published vibrational assignments for
.—,-.

(Cz-&)@(~~)g and (C@@z(~~)g as weii as literature vaiues for CZH4 and CZD4 aiiowed the
.—.-.

calculation of the same EIE. The calculated EIE is also inverse and has a value of 0.711 at 40

‘C. The calculated EIE was resolved into a mass and moment of inertia factor (MMI = 2.27), a
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1). Using symmetry correlation rules, contributions to the EXC and ZPE factors from changes in

ethylene vibrational modes for individual modes were then determined. The analysis revealed

that most of the EIE was not due to changes in vibrational frequencies for any single mode when
ethylene carbons rehybridize from sp2 to sp3 but was instead primarily due to zero-point energy

from a vibrational mode which correlates with a “whole molecule” rotation in free ethylene.
These ideas are shown in Figure 1I.



out-of-plane wag C2H4 940 cm-l out-of-plane wag C2H4 1225 cm-1

C2D4 780 cm-l C2DQ 913 cm-l

A ZPE = 160 cm-l AZPE = 312 cm”]

-

b2 twis~ C2H4 1012 cm-]

~D4 732 cm-l

The ethylene out-of-plane bending frequency increases born 940 cm”1 (780 cm-l for

CZD4) to 1225 cm-] (913 for CZD4) on going from sp2 to sp3hybridization (Figure 11, upper); this
leads to a net zero point energy change of 152 cm-]. Conversion of a molecular rotational degree

of freedom into a vibrational mode incurs a zero-point energy difference of 289 cm-l between
C*H.4 and CZD4 complex, a value nearly twice the AA ZPE for changes out-of-plane bending

mode.
Recently, Schroder and coworkers carried out a thorough experimental and theoretical

study(l 67) of EIEs for the binding of ethylenes to the triad of coinage metal cations in the gas
phase (eq. 47). Carefid attention to possible sources of experimental errors ukimately gave very

precise and accurate determinations of ethylene binding EIEs.
K~~

C2H4 + M(~Dd)” ~ CZD4 + M(C2H4)+ (47)

Table 10. Experimental and Calculated EIEs for the Binding of Ethylene to Coinage-Metal
Cations (eq. 47)
Metal EIE (expt) EIE (talc) AIZX,,~ for M(CZH.4)+

Cu 0.86 * 0.02 0.86 +48 + 3 kcal/mol

Ag 0.83 + 0.02 0.83 +34 & 2 kcal/mol

Au. . 0.74 * 0.02 0.74 +65 + 3 kcal/mol

A detailed analysis of the calculated EIE (assuming a one-to-one symmetry correlation
between vibrational modes for free and bound ethylenes) revealed that the major source of the
inverse EIE was the zero-point energy from the binding of the ethylene rotational mode
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symmetry. However that mode, like the out-plane-bending mode so often used as an indicator of
secondary isotope effects, also fails to predict the relative ordering of EIEs.

Interestingly, the secondary EIE does not correlate with the extent of perturbation of the
alkene carbons by the metal: while the inverse EIEs increase continuous y down the triad, the

extent of olefin rehybridization is discontinuous down the triad, e.g., the extent of olefin

rehybridization is least for the silver, a trend also reflected in the measured binding

enthalpies.( 168)

Olefin Polymerization. The overall transformation of olefin monomers into polymer requires

two carbon hydridization changes per monomer, and for this reason alone secondary isotope
effects might seem a usefd tool a priori for probing the nature of the transition state for

monomer enchainment. Interestingly, analyses of the two leading mechanistic proposals of chain

propagation in d“-metallocene polymerization have largely ignored such seconda~ effects and
have instead focussed on agostic CH-bonding (et and /3 and even y) to metal centers. Grubbs and

Coates have summarized many of the important experimental results,(l 69) and Rapp6, Skiff, and

Casewit have discussed theoretical model studies of metal-catalyzed olefin
polymerizations.( 170)

The original Cosse-ArIman mechanism(l71) for Ziegler-Natta polymerization is shown
together with the olefin metathesis-like Green-Rooney mechanism( 172) in Figure 12.

Figure 12
Cossee-Arlman Mechanism (Direct Insertion)
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Green-Rooney Mechanism (Hydride Shift)
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An early study which compared rate data for Ziegler-Natta polymerization

concluded that the rates were essentially the same,( 173) however, as

of C2H4 VS. C2D4 had
later pointed out by

Grubbs,(174) the experimental error in that study was large enough to encompass 0.7 to 1.4, the

range of healthy normal or inverse secondary effects. Because the Green-Rooney mechanism
invokes the intermediacy of alkylidene hydrides, Grubbs and coworkers reasoned that a

significant primary kinetic isotope effect for H(D) migration might distinguish the two
mechanisms for the chain propagation step- They tested their hypothesis using Cp2Ti(C2H5)C1/
Al(C2H5)C12 as catalyst in toluene solution. They copolymerized a mixture (an intermolecular
competition) of H2C=CHZ and DzC=CD2 and analyzed the deueterium content of the polymer
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. . chains produced. The authors found a propagation rate ratio (kH/kD) of 1.04 t 0.03 at ambient

temperature and concluded that there was little isotope effect on chain propagation.

The alkyl to alkylidene hydride transformation in the original Green-Rooney mechanism
requires formal oxidation addition and is difficult to reconcile with many 14-electron, formally

do-transition metal systems. For this reason and others, Green and Rooney modified their
original mechanism but included a-agostic interactions as proposed by Brookhart and Green.(34)

In the “modified Green-Rooney mechan;sm” (Figure 12) cx-CH-bonds of the growing alkyl

chain interact with the metal center. Such a-agostic (and related ~-agostic bonding) have

subsequently proven important for understanding polymerization catalysts and ultimately for

controlling their selectivity.(1 69, 170)

Figure 13
Modified Green-Rooney Mechanism

Grubbs and coworkers devised an ingenious int&molecular competition experiment to “
test for the presence or absence of significant a-hydrogen interactions in the key olefin insertion

step.( 175) The experiment has been dubbed isotopic perturbation of stereochemistry,( 176) and is
outlined in Figure 14. An intermolecular version of the experiment has been devised by

Brintzinger.(177)
Figure 14
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In the upper pathway of Figure 14, the transition state is stabilized by an CX-Dagostic

interaction, while in the lower pathway, the transition state is stabilized by an a-H agostic

interaction. Because a CH(D) stretching force constant is weakened in the transition state, the
pathway via the cx-H agostic should be slightly faster, leading to a normal effect, if changes in

that force constant determine the isotope effect. Grubbs and Coates proposed that the transition
state a-agostic interaction is closely related to the ~secondary isotope effect, well-known in
physical organic chemistry. Stille hi used the method to detect and distinguish a- and f?-agostic
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effects and has also discovered unusual counterion-dependent KIEs. ( 178) Isotopicall y chiral
.

olefins have been used to probe the absolute stereochemistry of addition to an ~-olefin – this

exquisite experiment relies only on observed vicinal H-H coupling constants.( 179)

A variety of systems, corresponding to different metal-ligand combinations, “M” in the

Figure 13 have been tested using the perturbation method and some systems appear to show a

KIE while others do not. Wiser and Rapp6 have suggested that the reason some systems show
agostic KIE while others do not is because the systems have different rate-limiting steps.( 180)

Grubbs and Coates discussed this apparent discrepancy in detail in their review( 169) and have
identified two factors which they believe account for the variability of the observed isotope
effects: If olefin binding is rate-limiting, transition state a-agostic interactions may be present

but will not significantly affect either the rate or stereochemistry of the subsequent olefin

insertion. The second key factor is the nature of the transition state itselfi the magnitude of
charge buildup and et-C-H bond geometry will determine the magnitude of the isotope effect

when an agostic interaction is present. It was noted( 169) that systems with high reaction rates
typically do not exhibit c%–isotope effects. In such systems, the barriers to both olefin

coordination and olefin insertion must be relatively small and both of these factors contribute to
low isotope effects. If coordination is rate-limiting and there are no ct-agostic interactions in the

ground state, and no KIE is expected. If insertion is rate-limiting, the transition state will be
early, resulting in a small amount of charge buildup, poor overlap with the ct-CH bonds and

hence a small KIE. On the other hand, systems with lower reaction rates typically exhibit
significant a-isotope effects and there is strong evidence that olefin insertion is rate-limiting in

these reactions.

One aspect not discussed in the Grubbs and Coates analysis( 169) is the possibility that
the observed isotope partitioning occurs after the rate-limiting step. Because many (if not all) of

the isotopic perturbation studies did not measure rates (but instead measured isotope distribution
in stable products), it is possible that olefin binding is rate limiting (yet isotope insensitive or

even inverse) and the observed “normal” isotope partitioning occurs in a subsequent isotope
sensitive (but overall rate-insensitive) product forming step. Such rate-insensitive “product

isotope effects” have long been known,(2g) and for an excellent discussion of such effects, the

interested reader is directed to a recent paper by Singleton,(181 ) from which we quote one

particularly lucid passage: “When a partially Iabelled molecule that is committed to react (having

passed through the rate-limiting transition state) still has a stereochemical or regiochemical “

choice of reactive isotopes, the product distribution reflects the KIE for the product-determining

step.”
In the context of cx-agostic effects and olefin polymerization, an isotope insensitive (but

rate-limiting) olefin binding step could still show an agostic KIE, the isotope partitioning

occurring after the olefin binding step. On the other hand, and particularly for intermolecular
competition experiments, an inverse secondary olefin binding KIE may partially or completely
compensate for the normal agostic effects-this subtlety has already been suggested by Brookhart
in the case we consider next.

Isotope effects for the more recently discovered class of “late-metal” olefin

polymerization catalysts( 182) have been reported. Brookhart and coworkers measured both
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inter- and intramolecular kinetic isotope effects for polyethylene formation catalyzed by a

Co(III)-system under mild conditions;( 183) they demonstrated that inverse KIEs may arise for

Figure 15

/
fl-agostic CH(D)present
in resting state between L.. --migratory
:—.-J:-—_
lIIXXI.IU1lS

‘&F&”; ~ ,MeO),~~~=alkylchain

olefin polymerization catalysts (Figure 15), in contrast to normal isotope effects sometimes

observed in do systems. Brookhart and coworkers ascribed the inverse effect to changes in zero-
point energies for an &agostic CH bond in the ground state which becomes a stronger, “free”

CH bond during or just prior to the insertion step.

Equilibrium isotope effect experiments support their interpretation: an inverse EIE of

().59 was measured for eq. 48. Treatment of the agostic complex or its Co-CzDS analog with 2-

fluoropyridine results in the partial conversion to the pyridine adduct with a “free” pendant alkyl.

Integration of 31Psignal for the Co-CzHS and CO-C2D5 system gave an inverse EIE of ca ().S9, a
vaiue measurably different than the inverse KIE (ca 0.48) observed for ethyiene polymerization

KIEs. The authors noted that values of JCH values for the agostic model complex are
significantly different than the actual catalytic resting state, and the differing degree of agostic
hfim~imcrh~tu~-~mth- mnr+r-1 r.nmnley mIA “real”
--. --...6 “-... V“.. u.” . ..” U”. “W,. fiy.”z. _Lau

cvctem mav arrnlmt fnr the Aiffi=renre between
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the KIE and the EIE. Lastly, Brookhart noted that normal ct and inverse/3 effects in the do

systems could offset each other, one another, leading to small or no observed isotope effect and

that this is a potential pitfall in measuring intermolecular competition effects.
Olefin Oxidation. Certain metal-oxo complexes are superb oxo transfer reagents, and when

finished with a terminal oxidant and a chiral auxiliary, they catalyze the enantioselective
addition of one or two oxygen atoms to carbon-carbon double bonds. Perhaps the best known
examples are Sharpless’ osmium-catalyzed asymmetric dihydroxylation,( 184) Jacobsen’s
managanese-catalyzed epoxidation.( 185) A close runner-up (but one which doesn’t involve
metal oxo multiple bonds) is the titanium-catalyzed asymmetric epoxidation of allylic
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alcoliols.(1 86) Other technologies are emerging rapidly,
other heteroatoms to olefins, for example,

.
especially for the selective addition of

osmium-catalyzed asymmetric

aminohydroxylation,( 187) asymmetric aziridination,( 188) and cyclopropanation. ( 189) Not
surprisingly, isotope effect studies have begun to help US understand these important

transformations.
Asymmetric Dihydroxylation. One controversial aspect of OsOA-catalyzed dihydroxylation is

whether the delivery of two metal-bound oxygen atoms to the olefin is concerted or occurs in a
stepwise fashion, mediated by a metal-carbon bonded metallaoxetane (Fig 16). Both pathways

lead to the same product, the OS(VI) glycolate ester (Fig. 16, upper right). In asymmetric
dihydroxyaltion, L represents a nitrogenous base, typically a cinchona-derived alkaloid).

Figure 16
Concerted “3+2” Mechanism

Stepwise “2+2”Mechanism
—

The essence of the mechanistic dispute is whether an olefin directly atta[

t

ks at oxygen

rather the metal in OsOQ-mediated dihydroxylation of olefins. This controversy dates to a
“seminal paper by Sharpless,(190) who pointed out that if metal oxo bonds were polarized with

negative charge on oxygen, then nucleophiles (including olefins) should attack the metal center
by analogy to well-established carbonyl chemistry in organic chemistry. Isotope effects could

help distinguish the two transition-states for the two pathways shown in Fig. 16, z~changes in

force constants at the various atom are sufficiently distinct.

Corey and coworkers reported 12C/*3C KIEs(191 ) for the bis-cinchona-0s04 catalyzed
dihydroxylation of three different olefin substrates using an NMR method developed by

Singleton and Thomas which measures enrichment in slower reacting reactant molecules. (192)
For two olefins, the 12C/*3CKIEs were substantial and similar at the each carbon of the double

bond; the latter result was argued to be indicative of a “symmetric” 3+2 transition state. For one
case however, p-methoxystyrene, the 13Ceffects were dissimilar at the two carbons and this was
rationalized in terms of a greater degree of bonding for the electron-rich terminal end of the
olefin in the transition state.
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In a collaborative effort, Houk, Sharpless, and Singleton and co-workers reported(193)
both measured and calculated 2H and 13CKIEs for the catalytic asymmetric dihydroxylation of

tert-butylethylene using a chincona alkaloid/osmium tetroxide catalyst. Supporting DFT

calculations used ammonia and propene to compute transition state frequencies and KIEs were

calculated using the program QUIVER.( 194

Hv <R

f
~ /<

tram &is

The results are summarized in Table 11.

‘Y:””----><”~,+ . ......../ ~

Q-ans l+~i~

Figure 18

Table 11. Experimental and Calculated “3+2” KIEs for Asymmetric Dihydroxylation

Hc2 HCM HWS C2 c1

R(exp)= C(CHS)S 0.906(9) 0.919(5) 0.925(7) 1.027(1) 1.028(3)
L(exp) = (DHQD)zPYR 0.908(4) 0.917(8) 0.926(14) 1.026(3) 1.025(3)

R(calc) = CH3 0.908 0.913 0.921 1.025 1.025
L(calc) = NH3

Remarkably precise agreement (considering the simplified model !) was obtained between

experiment and theory for the concerted “3+2” transition state model. Several isomeric “2+2”

transition state KfEs were also tested but all of them fit the data significantly worse (results not
shown). Moreover, the DFT calculations from this and other( 195) studies appeared to rule out

an osmaoxetane intermediate because such intermediates appear to be energetically too costly.
Yet despite these rather clear pronouncements by theory (as weIl as the isotope effect

experiments), the mechanism of asymmetric dihydroxylarion cannot be considered solved.
Observed olefin substrate inhibition, indicating the presence and possible role of an olefin n-

complex,(l 96) observed temperature breaks in modified Erying plots of chemo-, regio-, and

enantioselectivity,( 197) and curved Hammett plots for substituted styrenes and stilbenes, as well
as pyridine and quinuclidine bases,(l 98) support a more complex, stepwise mechanism. The
incorporation of all these phenomenon into a single, unified mechanism for the osmium-
catalyzed dihydroxylation of olefins remains an elusive goal.

Houk and Strassner(l 99) have calculated the deuterium KIE for the addition of ethylene

and trans-2,4-pentadienoic acid to MnOd- and have compared the latter results with experimental
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●

KIEsfor theoxidation oftran.s-cinnamic acid. Both calculated andexperimenta1’’3 +2’’ KIEs

show that carbon-oxygen bond formation is asynchronous (is fiuther advanced in the transition
state for the nucleophilic end of the olefin). Nonetheless, they concluded that permanganate-

mediated oxidations of olefins also proceed via a “3+2” transition state.

Gable and Phan measured(200) a significant deuterium KIE (1.25 + 0.05 at 100 “C) for
the elimination of CZH4 vs CZD4from the Re(V) diolate complex shown in eq. 49, a reaction first

reported by Herrmann and co-workers(201 ) and which resembles the microscopic reverse of
olefin addition to 0s04.

The KIE of 1.25, taken alone, is consistent with concerted olefin elimination. (202)
However, Gable also noted the absence of significant ring-strain effects when the thermolyses of

a series of strained olefins were compared: the barrier for the extrusion of a strained olefin

should slow the rate of a concerted cycloreversion if significant release of strain (carbon

rehybridization) occurs in the transition state. The authors concluded that only a stepwise
mechanism of olefin extrusion was consistent with both observations. Gable and coworkers also

developed a technique for the problematic quantification of C2H.4/C2D4 mixtures by mass
spectrometry.(203)

O1efin Epoxidation. Jacobsen and coworkers studied secondary KIEs for the epoxidation cis-
~-deuterostyrene as part of a mechanistic study of electronic effects on enantioselectivity in

(saIen)Mn(III)-catalyzed epoxidation.(204) Interestingly, they found a direct correlation between

the magnitude of the secondary ICIE and the position of the transition state along the reaction
coordinate. On transformation of olefin to the posited radical intermediate, the &olefin carbon

rehybridizes from sp2 to sp3, while the et-carbon remains sp2 hybridized. Observed KIEs were
consistent with the mechanism in Figure 19: cis-~deuterostyrene shows an inverse KIE 0.86 at
22 ‘C, while cz-deuterostyrene shows no KIE. The cis-fLdeuterostyrene KIEs correlate (become

more inverse) with electron donating substituents at the para-position of the phenyl ring.
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Figure 19
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Finn and Sharpless reported inverse secondary KIEs for the epoxidation of 2-decen-l-ol

as part of their definitive mechanistic study of titanium(IV)tartrate-catalyzed asymmetric

epoxidation of olefins.(205) This study, which antedated that of Jacobsen and coworkers, also

aimed to discern whether one C-O olefin bond forms faster than the other (thus probing the

symmetry of the transition state). The results showed a slightly greater isotope effect at the

carbon closer to the allylic OH, however the difference was not sufficiently different to conclude

that the bond formation was significantly skewed.
.’ Cytochrome-P450. Space constraints preclude a thorough review of these important olefin

epoxidation (and alkane hydroxylation) enzymes and model complexes. Isotope effect studies on

the enzyme systems have been reviewed (up to 1995) ;(206) more recent work has been reviewed
by Shilov and Shul’pin(207), and other leading references have been cited elsewhere.

Significant inverse deuterium KIEs have been reported by Che for the epoxidation of styrene by
Ru(IV)dioxoporphyrin complexes; (208) interestingly, the results closely parallel those observed
by Jacobsen,(204) i.e., significant /3-deuterium isotope effects are observed for deuterated

siyrene, while a-deuetro styrenes show no KIE, suggesting that C-O bond formation is more

advanced at the &carbon (nucleophilic end) than for the u-carbon, consistent with a stepwise

mechanism. Che has also reported(209) KIEs for the aziridination of styrene by a
bis(tosylimido)Ru(IV) porphyrin; again the results show significant fl-deuterium isotope effects

are observed for deuterated styrene, while cx-deuetro styrenes show no KIE, suggesting that C-O

bond formation is more advanced at the &carbon (nucleophilic end) and that these catalysts

(which deliver an O-atom or N(Tosylate)) to an olefin operate by similar mechanisms.
Wacker Chemistry Aqueous Pd(II) salts catalyze the oxidation of ethylene to yield
acetaldehyde and oxidize cz-olefins to give mixtures of ketones and aldehydes. A mechanistic

controversy has flourished around the mechanism of hydroxylpalladation: whether solvent water
attacks the activated double bond of the coordinated olefin or, instead, a metal-coordinated

hydroxyl inserts internally into the same double bond (Fig. 20). Elegant isotopic stereochemical
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Figure 20
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studies by Backvall(2 10) convincingly showed that external water (or hydroxide) attacks the

coordinated olefin. Thus trans-ethylene-d2 is converted to threo-chlorohydrin, and cis-ethylene-

d2 is converted to erythro-chlorohydrin. The stereochemistry of the chlorohydrins was

determined by conversion to their respective epoxides and analyzed by microwave spectroscopy

(shown in Fig. 2 1). Whether

H20

2
PdC42- >—

+9 T
D

these important results are relevant for the Wacker process under

Figure 21
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all conditions has been questioned by Henry, and here the interested reader is referred to more

detailed discussions for details.(211)

OIefin -Hydroformylation. The hydroformylation reaction is one of the most important

industrial uses of homogeneous catalysts; Alkenes are converted to aldehydes using Co- or Rh-
catalyzed reactions under H2 and CO. Decades after its initial discovery, academic and industrial

research continues to reveal details about the mechanism. A critical step involves insertion of a
C=C bond into the M-H bond of a metal hydride, and isotope labeling experiments have played a
key role in contributing to the understanding of this step. In the early 1970’s Casey and
Cyr(2 12) examined the hydroformylation of a mono-deuterated alkene (3-methyl- 1-hexene-3-dl)

catalyzed by Coz(CO)g and determined the location of the D label in the organic products. An

overall 1,2 shift of the D label in some of the product provided evidence that the metal hydride

added and eliminated the alkene prior to hydroformylation.
Use of Dz instead of Hz has also provided information about whether the insertion to give

metal alkyl complexes is reversible or irreversible. Casey and Petrovich used Rh catalysts with
chelating phosphines(2 13) to catalyze the deuterioformylation of 1-hexene. They found that the

. D label was in the P-carbon and the aldehyde carbon, with very little label in the recovered

(unreacted) l-hexene. This result indicated that the insertion of the alkene into the Rh-H bond to
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. give the metal alkyl is largely irreversible. Thus the regiochemistry of aldehyde formation
(normal:iso ratio of aldehyde products) is set by conversion of the five-coordinate

Rh(H)(alkene)(CO)(diphosphine) complex to the four-coordinate Rh(alkyl)(CO)(diphosphine)

species. Lazzaroni and co-workers studied deuterioformylation of l-hexene catalyzed by

Rh4(CO)12 and concluded that insertion into the Rh-H bond is irreversible at 20 ‘C, but was

reversible when the catalysis was carried out at 100 “C.(2 14) Deutetioformylation of PhzC=CHz

catalyzed by Rhd(CO)l z led mostly to the expected aldehyde product PhzDCCHzCDO as the

major product. The presence of PhzC=CDH in this reaction provided evidence for the
intermediacy of unusual tertiary alkyl rhodium complex which undergoes fl-elimination under

the reaction conditions.(2 15)

Oxidations and Proton-Coupled Electron Transfer Reactions by Ru Complexes. Roecker

and Meyer studied the oxidation of alcohols by [(bipy)2@y)Ru=O] 2+,(216) and they concluded

that this reaction occurred by two-electron hydride transfer. A spectacular kH/kD = 50 (25 “C)
was found for oxidation of PhCH20H vs. PhCDzOH. The oxidation of Hz02 by

[(bipy)2(py)RuIv=O]2+ in aqueous solution gives Oz and [(bipy)z(py)Rull(OHz) ]2+. These

oxidations were found to exhibit large isotope effects when carried out in HzO vs. DzO

(kHzaDzO = 22.0 + 1.2 at 25 “C).(2 17) Kinetic and mechanistic considerations indicated that

these reactions occurred by hydrogen atom transfer. Large isotope effects were also found in

several reactions involving synchronous transfer of an electron and a proton (proton-coupled
electron transfer). Oxidation of hydroquinone by [(bipy)@y)Ruw=O]2+ gave kH2@D20 =

30.(2 18) Quantum mechanical tunneling must occur in these reactions to account for the

magnitude of the observed KIEs.

Outlook. Despite having been born over 50 years ago and having matured somewhat alongside

physical organic chemistry, isotopes effects are an exciting and d~amic area of study and will
continue to present new challenges to both theorists and experimentalists alike. For the theorist,
the widespread availability of new calculational methods means that vibrational force fields (the

sine qua non of isotope effects) for virtually any stable molecule or transition state can be

generated with greater ease, more reliability and at lower cost than ever before. From this

perspective, the days of interpreting KIEs and EIEs from one or two easily measured parameters
may be numbered. For experimentalists, the challenge almost seems to be verification of
increasingly precise and accurate glimpses at transition states which theory affords. But in the

en& it is experiment which really convinces and so the challenge remains, as always, to conceive
the next best experiment to test the ongoing evolution of ideas.
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